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Snow offered taste of winter, didn't last long
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
The approximate four to five
inches of snow that fell in
Murray and Calloway County
during a winter storm that hit the
area Friday didn't last long and
luckily created few problems for
most motorists.
However Calloway County
911 Emergency Dispatch reported that sheriff's deputies
responded to several calls from
motorists reporting vehicles off
roadways and stuck in the snow
in several areas of the county. At
least a few " fender-benders"
were reported with no injuries.
Police
Murray
The
Department reported at least two
accidents Saturday, but no one
was hurt.
There were also no reported
Power outages caused by the
'winter blast in either the city or
the county.
"We didn't have any to speak
of at all," said West Kentucky
Rural Electric operations manager Johnny Jackson this morning.
For those wanting to have
some late-winter fun, the snow
was just what the doctor
ordered. The city and county
were dotted with snowmen,
snowwomen, snow children and
snow animals. And plenty of
people even had the opportunity
to get out and sled some at various hills around the county.
One new to the experience
was 4-year-old Aidan Walker.
whose comment after going
down the Cutchin Field hill at
University
State
Murray
summed things up.
-That was fun!"
Above freezing temperatures
and sunny skies all weekend
made short work of the snow
with most of the white stuff

ERIC WALKER & TOM BERRY/Leoger photos
Despite early travel troubles, the snow that Calloway County
got Friday and into Saturday turned into an enjoyable event.
At left, some youngsters enjoy sledding down the hill by
Cutchin Field on Murray State's campus Saturday. Above,
Frosty the Snowman, made appearances all over Murray and
Calloway County over the weekend, but sunny skies and
over-freezing temperatures cut his time short. This snowman
greeted motorists driving along Murray Streets, courtesy of
the folks that live at a home on S. 16th Street.

gone by Sunday afternoon. A
high of about 50 degrees is
expected in Murray today with a
chance of rain which should
melt any remaining patches.
Elsewhere, some are still digging out of up to one foot of
snow in some areas of the state
hard hit by the storm, according
_

to an AssOdated Pre,, report
this morning.
Counties along the Ohio
River and northern Kentucky
were hardest hit by the heavy
snow storms that began Friday.
Oldham and Owen counties in
north Central Kentucky reported
snow totals of 13 inches. The

total in Louisville was the highest since a storm in 1998 that
left 22 inches on the ground.
The storm forced cancellations
and postponements of hundreds
of weekend activities.
Transportation
Kentucky
Cabinet officials said Sunday
they completed snow and ice

removal in most of the state;
however many side roads may
still be covered with patches of
ice and snow. Nearly 1,000
snow plows were used and some
crews worked I6-hour shifts,
according to the report.
Temperatures are expected to
remain in the mid to upper 50s
and lower to mid 60s in Murray

throughout the week and into
the weekend with sunny to partly-sunny skies. However a low
near 30 degrees is expected
tonight with lows in the upper
30s to the mid-40s expected
throughout the weesk,
Rain and a possible thunderstorm is expected Thursday and
again forecast for Saturday.

Area Technology Center offers training in Board assessing
numerous skulls for city, county students region's needs
According to information
from the center, there are four
basic goals of the center:
- Provide technical skills
training to secondary students
that leads to successful post high
school transition.
- Enhance career exploration
options for secondary students.
- Collaborate with local
school districts to enhance the
educational growth of all students. Respond to the training
needs of business and industry
for the community.
- Become an Area Center of
continually
to
Excellence
improve quality technical education for life-long learning.
Among the key services
offered to area employers are:
customized training programs to
train new workers or retrain
experienced workers for specific. industry-required jobs; identification of training needs for
companies and effective ways to
meet those needs; and flexible
curriculum design and training
arrangements.
GREG TRAVIS / Ledger & Times
Among the key services
and Shelby Eldndge in the
Cindy Wise, left, instructor, works with Kailey Stone, Lee Ann Dillon
II See Page 6A
Center.
Health Sciences program at the Murray/Calloway County Area Technology

The Murray/Calloway County
Area Technology Center works
to "develop a versatile individual by providing technical education and skills training."
Located adjacent to Murray
High School. the primary pur-

T1F,

pose of the center is to "serve
high school students by enhancing and expanding student
career options that lead to continuation of education at the
postsecondary level and/or successful employment upon grad-

uation from high school.
-The role of the area technology center is vital in the overall
scheme of economic development and provides an additional
avenue for business and industry personnel to be trained."

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
Kentucky is the first state in the country to launch a regional stewardship program, an initiative designed by the Council
of Postsecondary Education to promote regional growth and
economic development through activities initiated by university faculty and staff across the Commonwealth.
Since the CPE's inception of the program, state universities
have accepted the charge and are delving into the needs, threats
and positive circumstances of their respective region.
Kentucky is divided into various service regions according
to university locations and Murray State has been charged with
the 18 county service region of western Kentucky, which
includes Henderson, Union, Webster, Hopkins, Crittenden, Caldwell, Christian, Trigg, Lyon. Livingston, Marshall. Calloway.
Graves, McCracken, Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman and Fulton
counties.
The Office of Regional Stewardship and Outreach receives
state funding on three levels. The first level is infrastructure

See Page 6A
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Education & gambling
With 40 days of a 60-day General Assembly
Session behind us. the Senate continues making
undies in education, one of ow signature areas
Senate Bill I will replace CATS with an augmented national norm-ref
erenced test in middle
school and with the EPAS
system (EXPLORE, PLAN,
and ACT)in high school
which are already being
used. Both parents and
teachers have expressed
concerns about the lack of
individual information
gained from CATS and the
pressure to -teach to the
Legislative test.- Many are frustrated
Update
with the lack of academic
By Sin Ken
instruction after the test is
VVkilere
given.
R4Aurray
With Senate Bill I.
experts expect schools to
gain up to 21 more instructional days. Further, the portfolio component is
criticized for being too subjective. Senate Bill
I will remove the portfolio from being graded
but will require teachers to correct the writing
samples so that children and parents can see
progress. With Senate Bill I. we will see how
our students compete with students in Kentucky
and nationwide.
Senate Bill 32 provides opportunities for students who are at-nsk of dropping out of school
by establishing career pathways opportunities,
including remedial assistance for those struggling
di lelopmentally. Often. students choose not to
or simply do not want to pursue a traditional educational track. These students opt for a more
vocation-centric education. Regardless of the
path they pursue, Senate Bill I and Senate Bill
32 will help provide the tools to help students
succeed in the workforce.

As we prepare all students for adult life,
Senate Bill 36 will help ensure jobs for them.
This bill allows smaller companies to take advantage of several job-promoting incentive programs. Before, only companies of a certain
large size were allowed access to some state programs. Senate Bill 36 reduces the mirumum
investment for participation in several economic
development programs thus encouraging the creation of smaller, high-tech and high-paying companies.
Finally, many of you have read about the
debate to expand gambling in the House of
Representatives. Unlike some states. Kentucky
is not a referendum state. Section 256 of
Kentucky's Constitution establishes this process
and prescnbes that any proposed amendment
must he "agreed to" by three-fifths of the elected members of the General Assembly and -then"
presented to the voters for ratification at a regular election.
When a legislator votes to amend the
Constitution, he or she is saying "I believe this
change is good public policy and I am asking
you, the public, to agree." The expansion of
gambling simply cannot happen without a constitutional amendment. Legislators should vote in
favor of the amendment only if they honestly
agree that expanded gambling is good public policy. As your senator, I do not believe allowing
casinos is sound public policy and I would be
failing in my sworn constitutional duty to vote
otherwise.
The last 20 days will see much activity in the
General Assembly as the House puts its finishing
touches on the budget and then send the document to us. Furthermore, several important bills
are still working themselves through the committee process. You can keep up with the action by
logging on www.Irc.ky.gov and if you have an
opinion about an issue, please do not hesitate to
call me toll-free at 1/800-372-7181.

National gas prices rise 9 cents in 2 weeks
CAMARILLO, ('alit 1 Al')
-- A survey says the national

as erage prise to' gasoline rose 9
cents over the last two weeks

CALLOWAY COUNTY
PRESCNOOL/1-1EAD START
SPRING REGIS-MAI-ION

Friday, March 14
from 8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
If your child will be 3 or 4 years old cor or before October 1st. 214ei
repute You will need to hong the follovon. with .,1,11

The average price of selfserve regular gasoline on Friday
was $3.19 a gallon, mid-grade
was $3.31 and premium was
$3.42, according to the
Lundberg Survey of 7.000 stations nationwide released
Sunday.
Of the cities surveyed, the
cheapest price was in Cheyenne.
Wyo., where a gallon of regular
cost $2.95. on average.

Townerier
elk- Anti
14.

Certified Birth Certificate
V Social Security Card
V Proof of Income
(W-2's or Income Taxes for MP)
s/ Insurance Card or Medical Card
V Custody Papers (if applicable)
V

Your child does need to be present
to register Registration will he held at the
Preschool which is behind
ihe Calloway County High School

Please call 762-7410 to
schedule your appointment.

NOTICE
Dexter-Almo
IS
The
Heights Water District wilt
meet today at 6 p.m. at the
District Water Office located
at 351 Almo Rd.
• The Purchase District
Health Department is scheduled to meet in special session at noon on Thursday.
March 20. at the Calloway
County Health Center conference room Details concerning the agenda were not
available as of Friday and
will be made public before
the meeting. The public is
encouraged to attend.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

hometow nrewards
LK1N
I he benefits of hometown banking have never been so
deal' Now. rox, are reir,tr•ieci for making bankosg easier
with 4 rem • lie on crie.rking, a free che& card. free
ATM,. anywhere.- free bill pay. and more
And qualifying ,s easy If you lee the rorryeruence 04 a
t he/ I carll the power of the internet and the sArriplicay
rnade for you
of automata transfers VIA .arraini

The 'Mortgage Meltdown' in Ky.
The 'mortgage meltdown" is House-Senate conference comcausing real financial heartache
mittee during the session's final
for thousands of Kentucky fam- days. The current state budget
ilies caught in the nightmare of
cnsis will make any final budglosing their homes, due mainly
et compromise between the
to ignorance of the terms and
House and Senate difficult to
conditions of their high-cost
arrive at. but lawmakers remain
loans.
dedicated to meeting as many
House Bill 552, that passed
critical budget needs as possithe House of Representatives
ble.
with a vote
A House committee largely
of 87-0,
agreed to Senate language in an
would pro- education bill this week when it
tect home
passed Senate Bill 2, a measure
Kentucky
that would offer several incenbuyers by
tives to increase the number of
expanding
students taking advanced math
and clanand science courses in
fying
Kentucky.
mortgage
Only a few changes were
terminolomade to the bill by the House
gy, reducEducation Committee, including a provision that would
Legisiative ing the
amount of
allow high schools to use startUpdate
possible
up grants to pay for college
By Rep Melvin
Prepaytraining of advanced math and
Henley
ment
science teachers. Other changes
D-Murray
penalties,
would require the Kentucky
and proDepartment of Education to
hibiting prepayment penalties
provide an ACT prep program
on refinancing with the original to all high school juniors (if
mortgage loan company.
funding is available) and clarify
This legislation would also
that each middle school must
create the Mortgage Fraud Act,
have a policy for moving stuwhich would provide harsher
dents into advanced classes like
penalties and fines for mortalgebra and chemistry, if the
gage fraud and will make it
students meet certain requireeasier for the state to,prosecute. Maltti. SB 2 now goes to the
House Bill 552 would improve
tull House for a vote.
the laws covenng lending in
Incentives were also
Kentucky and provide more
approved by the House
supervisory and enforcement
Appropriations and Revenue
tools to fight fraud and predatoCommittee this week as pan of
ry lending. The bill is now at
an energy bill that would
the Senate waiting consideraexpand upon policy changes in
tion.
HB I, approved by state lawWe are anticipating a vote in
makers last year.
committee and in the full
HB 2 would provide tax
House early next week on a
credits for renewable energy
state Executive Branch budget
and energy efficient improvethat will outline approximately
ments to homes and businesses
$18 billion in spending on state
in
Kentucky between 2009 and
programs through 2010.
2015. Other provisions would
Steps were taken by the
increase construction of energyHouse Appropriations and
efficient state buildings, help to
Revenue C'ommittee this week
assess potential energy savings
to prepare the bill, House Bill
in public school buildings, pro406, for a floor vote as soon as
mote private investment in
next Tuesday when the commithydroelectric power at
tee took a procedural vote on
Kentucky River dams under the
the bill that enabled it to get
jurisdiction of the Kentucky
two of the three 'readings'--or
River Authority, and create a
reporting before the full HouseCenter for Renewable Energy
-required for passage. The same
Rasearab and brivisuumantal
action was taken by the coinStewardship to support the
matte on the Legislative and
state's renewable energy efforts.
Judicial budgets HBs 407
measure now goes to the
The
and 408 -- which are expected
to be voted on by the House the full House for its consideration.
Bills affecting the health and
same day as the Executive
safety of Kentuckians of all
Branch budget.
Actual committee passage of ages have received broad support in the House throughout
the state budget bill and other
this session, and this week was
two budget bills, however, will
not come until the House budg- no exception. Health-related
legislation approved included
et committee officially votes to
HB 371, which would improve
send the legislation to the full
access to trauma care statewide,
House, a vote expected today.
and HB 186, which would
OW/ the budget bill passes
require all children ages three
the House, it will go to the
to six who are enrolling for the
Senate where more changes
first time in public school, pubwill almost certainly be made.
lic preschool or Head Start to
It will then be up to lawmakers
have a dental examination
from both chambers to hammer
beginning in 2010. The legislaout an agreement on the final
tion passed 96-0 and 91-4
version of the bill, a process
respectively and now goes to
that normally takes place in a
the Senate for its consideration.

Keeping our kids safe is a
constant worry, especially when
they begin driving with an
instruction permit. Staying
focused on the road in those
critical first six months is challenging, especially with the
proliferation of cell phone
usage.
House Bill 125 would prohibit teenagers driving on an
instruction permit from using a
cell phone while driving,
except in the case of emergencies. If caught using a cell
phone for purposes other than
an emergency, the teenager
would receive a violation, but
no court costs or fines would be
imposed. The only penalty
would be to increase the days
before the teenager could
receive their full driving privileges. The bill passed the
House by a vote of 95-0.
The House Appropriations
and Revenue Committee passed
several important bills this
week, including House Bill
689, which passed by a vote of
25-1. The bill would create a
statewide authority that would
oversee construction of
"megaprojects" costing more
than $500 million. The
Kentucky Public Transportation
Infrastructure Authority, to be
made up of 11 members, would
issue bonds to fund construction, and tolls would pay the
bonds for projects such as the
Ohio River Bridges Projects
and the Brent Spence Bridges
replacement project.
The proposed membership
of the authority would include
the Finance and Transportation
cabinet secretaries, representatives from the Kentucky
League of Cities, the Kentucky
Association of Counties, the
Kentucky County
Judges/Executive Association
and six citizen members.
House Bill 689 now heads to
the House floor for consideration.
The cut off date to file bills
passed this week and 775
House bills have been filed in
the House of Representatives.
Discussion on these bills will
keep us busy for the remaining
weeks of the session while we
continue to work on the budget,
which we anticipate being
passed out of the House early
next week.
If you have any questions
about legislation of interest to
you please leave a message for
me in Frankfort by calling the
legislative toll-free Message
Line at 800-372-7181. or
through the Legislative
Research Commission's website
at www.lre.statc.ky.us. You
may also e-mail me at
Melvin@melvinhenley.com. or
I can be contacted through my
website
http://melvinhenley.com.

Wife kills husband after fight
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — Police say a
Madison County man has been shot to death by
his wife dunng an altercation with his son.
Kentucky State Police Detective Chris Short
says 42-year-old William Buttry was striking his
son. 22-year-old Dean Buttry, in the head with a
9mm handgun when he lost control of the
weapon.
Police say Buttry's wife, Jeannie, then

retrieved the gun and shot her husband in the
chest,
William Buttry was pronounced dead after the
shooting at the family's home in Richmond.
Dean Buttry was treated at Pattie A. Clay
Hospital in Richmond for broken bones and lacerations.
No charges have been filed.
'The shooting remains under investigation.

KINGDOM BUILDING MINIS I RIES PRESENTS
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Troops report difficulty getting mental _
health care in Iraq, Afghanistan in 2007

Mrs. Nelle Whitnell Outland

A graveside service for Mrs. Nelle Whitne1.1 Outland will be
today (Monday) at 12:30 p.m at the Murray City Cemetery. Rev.
Richard Smith will officiate. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements. Expressions of sympathy may be made to
WASHINGTON (AP) the American Cancer Society. Attn.: Pat Laurier, P.O. Box 1080,
U.S. troops on the battlefield
Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Outland, 95, Murray, former resident of Sharpe Street, died found it harder to get the mental
health care they needed last
Friday, March 7, 2008, at 7:40 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
A homemaker, she had been a member of First United Methodist year, when violence rose in
Afghanistan and new tactics
Church since 1922 for a total of 85 years.
Her husband, Beale Outland, preceded her in death. Born July 12, pushed soldiers in Iraq farther
1912, in Murray, she was the daughter of the late Marvin L. Whittled from their operating bases.
A report the Army released
and Hilda Higgins Whitriell. Survivors include several nieces and
Thursday recommends sending
nephews.
civilian psychiatrists to the warfront, supplementing members
Mrs. Shirley Mae Overstreet
of the uniformed mental health
The funeral for Mrs. Shirley Mae Overstreet was Sunday at 3:30 corps.
p.m. in the chapel of Pettus-Rowland Funeral Home, Paducah. Jim
Surveying a force strained by
Ricks officiated. Burial was today (Monday) at 11 a.m. at the Oak its seventh
year of war, officials
Grove Cemetery, Paducah.
found that more than one in four
Mrs. Overstreet attended the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's soldiers on repeat tours
of duty
Witnesses and was a former employee of Parkview Nursing and screened positive for
anxiety,
Rehabilitation Center.
depression and other mental
Preceding her in death were one daughter, Thelma Ann Dumas, health problems. That was comher parents, George Duckworth and Hattie Mae Hutcherson parable to the previous
year.
Duckworth, and two brothers.
The report found more troops
Survivors include her husband, Raymond H. Overstreet, to whom reported marital problems,
an
she had been married for 30 years; one son, Jerome Dumas Sr., increased suicide rate, higher
Paris, Tenn.; two daughters. Peggy Webb, Paris, and Lottie Dumas, morale in Iraq, but a greater perPaducah; three sisters, Peggy Hatcher, Clarksville, Tenn., Georgia centage of depression among
Foster, McKenzie, Tenn., and LaCanda Duckworth, Paducah; three soldiers in Afghanistan.
brothers, Harry Duckworth and Rudell Duckworth, both of Paducah,
"They do show the effects of
and Richard Duckworth, Murray; eight grandchildren; three great- a long war," said Col.
Elspeth
grandchildren; one great-aunt; several nieces and nephews.
Ritchie, psychiatry consultant to
Army Surgeon General Lt. Gen.
Mrs. J. Marell Poole Faup
Eric Schoomaker.
Mrs. J. March l Poole Faup, 91. Enterprise, Ala., died Thursday.
Added Maj. Gen. Gale S.
Feb. 28, 2008, at the Enterprise Health and Rehabilitation Center.
Pollock, a deputy surgeon genBorn Aug. 28, 1916, in Murray, Ky., she was the daughter of the eral: "I think the fact that they
late Leland and Elizabeth Morris. She lived in Murray until moving are doing as well as they are
to Groton. Conn., in 1968. She was a member of Union Baptist with the demands they are under
Church, Mystic, Conn., where she was buried in the Elm Grove speaks to a strength and resilienCemetery on March 5, 2008.
cy of the men and women of
Preceding her in death were her husband, Jean Faup, and her America."
brother, Granville Morris. Survivors include one son, James E.
The report was drawn from
Poole and wife, Fay. Enterprise; three grandchildren, Debra Poole the work of a team of mental
and husband, Ray Pierce, Morristown. Tenn., James Allen Poole and health experts who traveled to
wife. Sharon, Columbus, Ga., and DeLeza Poole, Enterprise; two
great-grandchildren, Aaron Poole, Atlanta, Ga., and Mallory Poole,
Kennesaw, Ga.

the wars last fall. The experts than they had previously been in
surveyed more than 2,200 sol- Afghanistan. The adjusted rate
diers in Iraq and nearly 900 in last year for depression in
Afghanistan.
Afghanistan was 11.4 percent,
In the fifth such effort, the compared with 7.6 percent in
team also gathered information Iraq.
from more than 400 medical
Though U.S. troops suffered
professionals, chaplains; psychi- their highest level of casualties
atrists, psychologists and other in both campaigns last year, that
mental health4torkers deployed came as violence was decreasing
there.
in the five-year-old Iraq conflict
The recommendation of and increasing in Afghanistan,
civilian mental health profes- now in its seventh year.
sionals for battlefield duty is
-As fighting against Taliban
unusual. But civilian contract and al-Qaida fighters in
employees are doing many other Afghanistan worsened, 83 perjobs in Iraq, from security to cent of soldiers there reported
providing food service.
exposure to traumatic combat
The report also recommend- events-a key factor in the risk
ed longer home time between for mental health among the
deployments, more focused sui- troops.
cide-prevention training and
-Having troops spread out
insurance coverage for marital and more isolated over the
and family counseling.
rugged terrain in a less develAmong other findings were:
oped Afghanistan occasionally
-More than 27 percent of made it more difficult for them
troops on their third or fourth to get mental health treatment.
combat tour suffered anxiety,
-About 29 percent of soldepression, post-combat stress diers in Iraq said it was difficult
and other problems. That com- to get to mental health specialpared with 12 percent among ists for help. That was among
those on their first tour.
troops who had moved from
-Suicide rates "remained bases to combat outposts set up
elevated" in both Iraq and so they could be closer to the
Afghanistan. There were four in Iraq population. The number
Afghanistan and 34 confirmed among troops not at the outposts
or suspected in Iraq. If all are who had trouble getting help
confirmed, it would be the high- was only 13 percent.
est rate since the war began.
-Soldiers who had special
-The percentage of soldiers "Battlemind" training reported
reporting
depression
in fewer problems than those who
Afghanistan was higher than did not. The program teaches
that in Iraq, and mental health troops and families what to
problems in general were higher expect before soldiers leave for

the wars and what common
problems to look for when readl
justing to home life after deployment.
0
-Progress was made toward
reducing the fear and embarrass.;
went that keeps soldiers front;
asking for help with menta5
health problems. In 2007. 2 .
percent of those surveyed in I .
said they feared seeking tre
ment would hurt their careers.
down from 34 percent the previous year.
-Eleven percent of those
surveyed in Iraq said their onit's
morale was high or very high%
compared with 7 percent the
previous year. Individual morale
was reported high or very high,
among 20.6 percent. compared,
with 18.3 percent the previous
year.
_
-In Iraq, some 72 percent of
soldiers reporting knowing.
someone seriously injured or,
killed.
-Soldiers reported an aver!
age of 5.6 hours of sleep per day
in Iraq-significantly less than
needed to maintain their best,
performance - yet officer
appeared to underestimate how
it could have that effect.
-Nearly one-third of troops,
in Afghanistan were highly con-,
cemed that they were not getting
enough sleep and about a quarter,
reported falling asleep during
convoys last year. Sixteen percent reported taking mentat
health medications and about'
half of those were sleep medications.

Southern Baptist leaders urge fight against global warming

Clarksville man charged with
murder in Hopkinsville DUI
crash pleads to lesser charge

,

t

,r

ite

the

NEW YORK (AP)- In a
major shift, a group of Southern
Baptist leaders said their
denomination has been "too
-timid" on environmental issues
and has a biblical duty to stop
global warming.
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) year-old Christina Vertz. She
The declaration, signed by
-A man facing murder charges died on the scene.
the president of the Southern
has pleaded guilty to a lesser
Authorities say blood tests Baptist Convention among othcharge
of
second-degree show King's blood alcohol con- ers and released today, shows a
manslaughter in a 2007 crash tent was more than twice the growing urgency about climate
near Fort Campbell.
legal limit.
change even within groups that
Police say
25-year-old
King also pleaded guilty to once dismissed claims of an
Daniel
Lamar
King
of first-degree assault, operating a overheating planet as a liberal
Clarksville, Tenn., was driving motor vehicle while under the ruse. The conservative denomiin the wrong direction on Fort influence of alcohol or con- nation based in Nashville.
Campbell
Boulevard
in trolled substances and driving
February 2007 when his truck without insurance. He is schedcollided with a car driven by 27- uled to be sentenced May 13.

KNOXVILLE. Tenn. (AP)
- Whether it's saving the planet from greenhouse gases or saving consumers on their power
bills, the Tennessee Valley
Authority heard lots of good
reasons last week to conserve
energy.
-Any kilowatt TVA does not
have to generate is the cheapest
and greenest way to meet
demand," TVA director Dennis
Bottorff said, embracing the
spirit of a public listening session with energy and environmental experts. The nation's
largest public utility is preparing
to get back into energy conservation and efficiency in a big

way. The sessilin Tuesday,
chaired by Bottok drew recommendations for a'
-term
program that's to be unveiled to
the TVA Board of Directors in
April. What became clear
Tuesday is that when it comes to
controlling energy use, there are
different means for different
ends. Education and incentive
programs aimed at residential
users may have the greatest
potential. but energy savings
opportunities apparently abound
everywhere.
"Energy efficiency includes
conservation, which is using
less energy; efficiency, which is
using energy smarter"
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Patio Firepit With Gas Logs
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Outdoor Light Clock
LED light illuminates the
dial during the night
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6' Fiberglass
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Bit Set
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Fishing Boy
Pond Fountain
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Ceiling Fan
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4
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Barrel Fountain
With Planter
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Wooden Bar
With Stools
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Mosaic Bistro Set
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warming is "substantial," and all Southern Baptists, who leave
that the threat is too grave to decision-making
to
local
wait for perfect knowledge churches. Yet, the signatories
about whether, or how much, represent some of the top figures,
people contribute to the trend.
in the convention.
"We believe our current
Among them are the denomidenominational resolutions and nation's president, the Rev.
engagement with these issues Frank Page of South Carolina:
have often been too timid," two former presidents, the Rev.
according to the statement.
James Merritt of Georgia and
"Our cautious response to the Rev. Jack Graham of Texas;
these issues in the face of and the Rev. Ronnie Eloyd of
mounting evidence may be seen Arkansas, who helped conserva-;
by the world as uncaring, reck- tives solidify control of the:
less and ill-informed. We can do denomination in the 1970s and;
better."
1980s.
No one speaks on behalf of

March Madness Sale!

10% Off
Storewide!

TVA looks to conserve energy

Tenn., has 16.3 million members and is the largest Protestant
group in the U.S.
The signers of "A Southern
Baptist Declaration on the
Environment and Climate
Change" acknowledged that not
all Christians accept the science
behind global warming. They
said they do not expect fellow
believers to back any proposed
solutions that would violate
Scripture, such as advocating
population control through
abortion.
However, the leaders said
that current evidence of global

13 Pc High
Speed Steel
Drill Bit Set
SKU *25840

$099

5 Drawer
Tool Cabinet
With Chest
SKU *213079'
_E606SALE

%
SALE SF

s89"

32 Piece Power
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__$a4_
17(7-

$999
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$
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0
" $ 99
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Rainfall of
5.45 inches
recorded
Rainfall of 5:45 inches was
recorded for the month of February in Murray, according to
figures released by John Ed
Scott, local official weather
observer. The average for the
year is 4.43 inches.
Rainfall for February was .11
on Feb. I. .72 on Feb. 5. 1.03
on Feb. 6, 1.98 on Feb. 12.
.06 on Feb 13. .40 on Feb.
17. .30 on Feb. 21, .59 on
Feb. 22, .06 on Feb . 24. .05
on Feb. 26 and IS on Feb.
29.
Thunder and hail were
reported on Feb. 5. Thunder was
reported on Feb.6 and 29. Snow
and freexing rain were reported on Feb. 12 and scattered
snow on grassy areas on Feb.
26.
The high temperature for
the month was 79 on Feb. 5
and the low for the month was
19 on Feb. 14. Average temperatures were a high of 69
and a low of 33,

COMMUNITY
imusammommummo
Assistance for veterans
will be given Wednesday
Veterans and their families will be given
free counseling and assistance in filing claims
for state and federal benefits Wednesday
from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard
Armory at Murray.
Ron McClure, regional field represenLathe of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will give the assistance. For
Information and appointments, call 1-877812-0840 or e-mail ronald.mcclure@ky.gov

Jo's
Datebook East Council will meet
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Murray Band Boosters to meet
Murray Band Boosters will meet tonight at 7 in the band
room. All band parents are encouraged to attend this meeting.

Eastern Star Chapter will meet
Photo prowled

SELECTED FOR HONOR: Calloway County Middle School has selected the seventh grade
"Students of the Month" for February They are from left to right Kirstie McClard, Gabbi
Peyton Mays, and Arista Manning The teachers selected these students for their outstanding characther and for their dedication to the success of the school

Students from Calloway Co.
named to UK dean's list
LEXINGTON. Ky. -The
University of Kentucky recogrotes the outstanding academic pertOrmance of its students,
including nine students from
Calloway County who were
named to the UK dean's list
for the fall 2007 semester.
The students from Calloway
County named to the list ale
As follows:
Chelsea Nicole Darnell. junior studying business and economics from Hazel;
Leanne Chrisman Hewlett,
a sophomore, Sarah Michelle
limes, a freshman. Colleen Erin
McCoy, a freshman. Kelli Anne
Vinson. a sophomore. and
Emily Rose Yancey. a freshman. ell from Murray. studying in the college of arts and

sciences:
Evan Preston McDaniel, a
sophomore studying landscape
architecture from Almo; Taylor Michael Pierce. a freshman
studying civil engineering from
Murray; Brent Michael White.
a sophomore studying mechanical engineering from Murray.
To make a dean's list in
one of the UK colleges. a student must earn a grade point
aserage of 3.6 or higher and
must have earned 12 credits
or more in that semester. excluding credits earned in pass-fail
classes. Some UK colleges
require a 3.5 GPA to make the
dean's List.
A total of 4.297 students
achieved dean's List recognition.

Murdock named on honor list
BLOOMINGTON, Ind. -Jamie Miller Munkal of Murray. Ky.. has been named 0
the 2007 fall semester honor
list of students at Indiana University..
Murdock was an honor graduate of 2007 class of Calloway
County High School
He is the son of Larry and
Bonnie Miller of Murray. Ky.,
and the grandson of John T.
•

•

Murdock and the late Bettie
Sue WOHLMIU1 Murdock of Lynn

Grove. Ky-.
The 2007 fall honor students will be recognized at
Indiana University Founders
Day ceremonies. To qualify, a
student must have at least a
3 5 (WA on a 4.0 scale. This
year Founders Day will be
March 30. 2008.
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Bridal

Couples: .•

Jessica Bybee
& Seth Grogan

Hickory Woods
•

& Philip Sollitto

•

•
Jerina Gardner
& Rich Edwards
Leslie Steely

•

& Terry Franklin
Courtney Cross
& Brandon Steele

•

•
Jeslica McKnight
A. Josh Dunn
•
Kristin Johnson
& Andrew Logar

•
•

Meagan Rogers
& Zach Baldwin
Megan Jones
& Aaron Storey
Jennifer Evans
& Drew Henry
Beth Ann Dunavant

•

& Justin Pounds
Rebecca Boyd

•

St•tir•en•nt fe•nt•r

lUIPPININGS
Whitney Puckett

& Edward Bau.st

• arwraf itarorho.kqifts
University Square
• 12th Street • Mu/ray
trot 754-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
•
Saturday 10-2
•
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•
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East Elementary School Based Decision
Making Council will meet Tuesay at 5 p.m.
in the teachers' lounge. Kathy Crouch, principal, invites all interested persons to attend.

by Anima Pester
We loved seeing the beautiful
snow come down sitting in our
warm living MOM. However, we
were lust as glad to we fi leave
sioa that we've had out snow
were ready to move onto warm
sunny weather - front porch
ACJIthl ‘
4,C are trying to adjust to
this new time change. I think we
v.ere all late for breakfast on
Sunday About the time we get
used to the HOW. it will change
again We with they'd Just lease it
w of the other
Debbie Hargrose and I attended
• Kentucky Assisted I Jung meeting in Madison% illc this week It
was very mformatise and it was
nice visiting with the other MILO
ed living pros icier% on this end of
The state
l•riday we had a very special celebration with kasie Bwrow and
her limits It was Ms Jessie's
Wird birthday! As you may
remember. Ms. MIMIC WAS 01W
cosier gut for our very first
Hickory Woods -Calendar Girlscalendar Ms. Jessie summates to
Arnare and inspire us w5b her
g.s.d health and het positive ant[code She was surrounded by bet
lands &king with the rest of her
iltsk'r kt.ssis family who
helped hcr celebrate such a Wool •
is Al birthday
Ms. Frances
Churchill also ceiebnieci tier
birthday this week. Happy
Birthday to you both!
Nwkwei eke Wit ow feet. Ms bear
kir es mew they
llieterk RA • Mortal AI
Meow (MI 711%-rMO • I JIMIL Zil ‘4114

To place an
ad call 4.1•Ii
753-1916 (‘'PJ
IDGIF11 1110:04

Murray Star Chapter 433 Order of the Eastern Star will
meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. for a meal and at 7:30 for the
meeting at the lodge hall. Sybil Lasater, worthy matron, urges
all members to attend.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles.(SOS) is scheduled to meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. For information
call Pat at 489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the southside rear door located
near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a
problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo from 6:30 to
9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Funds from
the Bingo help support local, national and international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter of TOPS #6I6 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome.
For information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 226-4625.

TOPS Group will meet
Photo provided
KEEPING TIME: Mitchell Hanclegan, sixth grade student and
member of the Middle School academic team, helps the elementary division of the middle school team during their match
Mitchell was the time keeper for the meet held at Murray
Middle School

Ladiesof theOaks

MHS hosts student health fair

Theatres
1008 Chestnut S

NO CHECKS
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU MAR. 13

moviesinmurray.com
College Road Trip
(; - 7:10 - 9:05
The Spidenrick Chronicles
PG - 6:50

Jumper

Sigma Department will meet
Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
tonight at 6:30 at the club house with Dr. Gina Lilienthal,
Murray Pediatrics as speaker.

Art Guild has exhibition

thc Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play bridge on
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the club house.
Sue Veazey will be hostess and ladies are asked to call her
at 492-8353 to sign up for play on Wednesday.
Winners of bridge play on March 5 were Shirley Wade.
first place. and Melva Hatcher, second place, according to
Shirley-Tenstrom, hostess.

A Student Health Fair will
take place at Murray High
School on Tuesday, March II.
2008.
Around 240-9th and 10th
grade students will be involved
it the event. Its purpose is to
increase awareness of personal health, as well as. career
opportunities in health care.
'The health fair will be a
great opportunity for students
to learn about the importance
of a healthy lifestyle.- said
Pam Oakley. Murray Independent School Nurse.
Many community .:c•ricies

TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall. Ill North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call
Johns at 227-9521.

will be present including:
AHEC, Murray City Police,
American Red Cross, Purchase
District Health Department,
Family Fitness Center, KY
Technology Center. Quest Fitness Center, the Center for
Health & Wellness and Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will provide Free blood
pressure, Heart Rate. and Body
Mass Index screenings. There
will also be several informational booths on nutrition, diabetes. and health careers.
The schools do a great job
of tapping into community
resources in order to improve
the overall experience of the
students. By combining personal health information and
career opportunities in health
care, this event will have a
bigger impact on the students,"
said Keene 'Miller. Director of
the Center for Health & Wellness.
For more information on the
VIHS Student Health Fair,
please contact PIIIM Oakley,
Sturray Independent School
Nurse at 270-753-4363.

The Murray Art Guild's annual juried exhibition, "Visual
Evidence." opened Sunday in the community room of the
Miller Annex, 201 South 4th St., Murray. The exhibit will
remain at the annex through March 22. For more information
contact the guild at murrayartguild.org or 753-4059.

Relay for Life meeting today
Relay for Life captains will meet Monday at 5:45 at the
Weaks Community Center. Team captains' packets will ready
with all the information needed to get your team organized
for 2008. Also registration fees can be paid. A special session
for new team captains will be at 5:30.

Dexter-Almo district will meet
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will meet tonight at 6
at the office at 351 Almo Rd.. Almo.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse and blood sugar screenings
today from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Wal-Mart in Murray: on Tuesday from 7:30 to 11:30 a.m. at Paschall Truck Lines South
lot, Murray.

Alzheimer's Group will meet
The Alzheimer's Disease Education Support Group will meet
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. All interested persons are invited. For more
information call Cindy Ragsdale. L.S.W., at 762-1278.

MI%1S Council to meet
Murray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will,
meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the media center. Principal Lou
Carter invites all interested citizens to attend.

Local Republicans will meet
Calloway County Republicans will meet tonight at 7 in the
meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. All mem-

bers and interested persons are urged to come to celebrate the
successful Lincoln Day dinner and discuss plans for the fall
campaigns.
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Campus-Community Buddy Campaign for Big Brothers/Big Sisters underway
By TOM BERRY
zens," she said. "We need the each Thursday at the Murray Staff Wnter
donations to continue this Calloway County Chamber of
The
Campus-Community
worthwhile program, but if you Commerce conference room
Buddy Campaign for Big Brothcan't give a donation, please through the end of the camers Big Sisters has kicked off
consider volunteering...Of help- paign period for anyone interfor 2008 with a goal of once
ing with an event, providing ested in the program or may
again raising $25,000 to prosandwiches for a day in the want to donate.
vide hundreds of Murray-Calpark, or getting together a team
For more informauon about
loway County children with
for our Bowl for Kids' Sake the Campus-Community Buddy
adult friends and mentors. .
event on April 19th."
Campaign for Big Brothers Big
Dr. Roger Weis, BBBS volThe team captains solicit Sisters or to make a donation,
unteer and one of three camfunds by sending out a cam- contact any of the campaign
paign co-chairs, said Friday
paign form to friends, neigh- volunteers. Weis may be conthat volunteers involved in the
bors, professionals, business tacted by phone at 809-3808
12th annual fundraiser plan to
leaders and others asking them or contact him by e-mail at
work hard to continue serving
to be a Buddy for $100 or a roger.weis@murraystate.ed and
children that would benefit
Super Buddy for $200; although Crook can be contacted at 759socially, educationally and emoany amount is appreciated and 2227.
tionally with the friendship and
you don't have to be asked
"BBBS mentors change lives
guidance of "Big Brothers" and
by
a volunteer to donate.
so please consider contribut"Big Sisters."
Follow-up BBBS meetings ing when a team captain con"Our goal is $25,000 and
will take place at 4:30 p.m. tacts you," Weis said.
last year we ended up with
$25,420 so I know we can do
this," he said. "We got a $1,000
donation the first day so that's
great."
Some of the volunteers met
for a motivational/informational meeting at the Murray Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce Building Thursday
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
evening. During the meeting, Tyler Larson, a kicker with the Murray State University varsity
football team, provides a mock,
MSU Head Football Coach Matt football-style "kick-off" for this year's
Campus-Community Buddy Campaign for Big Brothers
Griffin and Tyler Larson, one Big Sisters
Thursday afternoon. Larsen is joined by MSU Head Football Coach Matt Griffin,
of the Racer kickers, were onstanding second from right, and campaign volunteers from both MSU and the Murrayhand to provide a mock, football-style kickoff to aid the Calloway County community. The group's goal is to raise $25,000 to provide adult mentors to
hundreds of children.
effort.
Everyone is encouraged to Carroll, Neil Weber, Robert offered, but the nominee
has tors in their lives. Over the
give what they can to aid the Billington Jr., Dick Weaver, yet to respond.
years the program has grown
effort and if more than $25.000 Bonnie Higginson, Peter MurOther than Weis, Dr. Neil and today serves more than
is raised that's so much the phy, James Gantt, Robin Tallier, Weber of MSU and Calloway
100 children through schoolbetter.
Weis,
Lisa Clinton, Steve County ASAP Director Dottie based and Community-based
"We are now mentonng over Hoskins, Stuart Alexander, Kreamer are serving as cammentors as well as Breakfast
100 children in Murray and Chuck Wynn, Russ Wall, paign co-chairs.
Club mentors with another 100
Calloway County
through Yancey Watkins, Penny Futrell,
Weis thanked everyone children on the waiting list.
school-based and community- David Taylor, Hickory Woods involved for their
generosity
"Mentors change lives and
based mentoring or through staff and residents, and Bon- in donating their time
and effort studies prove that children with
Breakfast Clubs at the schools nie and Sam McNeely.
and encouraged others to join mentors are more likely to sucand have another 100 children
Katie Pride, Jane Ann Turn- them.
ceed in school and in life and
on our waiting list," Weis said. er and Tracey Wortham are
"We want to thank each of less likely to become involved
"Studies prove children with also working as volunteers. The you so much for helping
us in alcohol, drugs and other
mentors are more successful initial $1, 000 donation came make a differenCe in the
lives negative behariors," Weis said.
in school and in life and far from team captain Gina Win- of so many children." he
said.
Suzy Crook, satellite direcless likely to become involved chester's group made up entireAbout 80 percent of the tor for Big Brothers Big Siswith alcohol, drugs or bad ly of Murray State University funds for BBBS outreach
pro- ters of Murray-Calloway Counbehavior."
students.
grams is provided through the ty, encourages everyone to
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
As of Friday, 23 team capServing as an honorary co- Campus-Community
Buddy give something.
CROWNED QUEEN: Murray High School senior Cassandra
tains have been recruited; five chair again this year is Dr. Campaign. The BBBS
program
"For almost 12 years now. McClure was crowned Miss Black History Queen from among
short of the goal of 25. Each Gary Brockway, provost and started in Murray in
1996 when this community has supported a field of six contestants
during a special ceremony and Black
captain is charged with rais- vice president academic affairs a number of campus
and com- BBBS and provided for many history
program at the school Feb. 29 in honor of Black
ing $1,000. Current team cap- at MSU. Brockway was not munity leaders were
alerted to children to have mentors which
History Month in February. Students were treated to a special
tains include Betty Blodgett, available for Friday for com- the fact that a lot of
children help them on their journey in
Richard Smith, Dottie Krae- ment. The position of ,.a sec— itvdte Murray-Calloway Counlife to becoming people of selection of readings, dancing, speeches, music and history
mer, Gina Winchester, Jeanne ond honorary co-chair has been ty Were without important men- character and
upstanding citi- during the program. McClure is escorted by Roman Kelly.
r •-10
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CLERK'S OFFICE HONORED: Calloway Circuit Clerk Linda Avery, center, and employees of
the office's Dnver's License section, were honored recently for successfully soliciting 1,000
names of drivers willing to donate body organs to medical science when they obtain or renew
their license. The dnve took place from from July 1 through Oct 1, 2007 through the Donate
Life Kentucky program. The donations save thousands of lives each year across the state.

Computer Recycling
Calloway County in conjunction with
Creative Recycling will be offering another
opportunity to recycle old computers
during Make a Difference Day on

Saturday, March 15th
at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
You may bring items any time between
9:00 am and 1:00 pm
There will be a limit of two computers per car and items will only be accepted
while room is available.
You may bring any computer, phone, or video/audio equipment for recycling.
Televisions will not be accepted at this time.

Install a new Trane heating and cooling
system and you'll be rewarded year after
year with premium comfort and lower
energy bills. And, now through May 29,
2008, you'll also be rewarded with up
to $1,200 back, plus no payments for six
months If you want to add value to your
home and everything you do inside of it,
it's the opportune time to buy
Clean Air is Trane AirsTrane CleanEffects'" air filtration removes
up to 99.98% of the 4u,t, pet dander,
bacteria, mold and otiher allergens from
all the air it heats or cools. Isn't it time you
expected more from your system?

Expect more from your independent Trane dealer.
For an independent
Trane dealer near you, call:

888-872-6321
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•Region's needs ...

•M-CC Tech Center ...
From Front
offered to the high school students are: technical education
programs for secondary students. hands-on training in program areas, and student placement assistance, as well 13
cooperative education, clinical
internship and pracucum capenences.
According to Dennis Harper.
principal at the center for eight
years. the center currently
offers a variety of classes for
students to choose from.
Among those are Automotive
Technology, Health Services,
Machine Tool Technology,
Carpentry, Culinary Foods,
Welding and Marketing.
He said the center offers students an opportunity for
advanced placement in a dual
credit agreement with the
Community
Kentucky
Technology College system.
"Students can enroll and gain
credits in mutual programs
through guidelines without any
costs as high school students
and then flow into the KCTC
system," he said.
Harper explained that the
local center works closely with
other colleges and businesses to
offer the highest degrees of
training possible.
"Our students are exposed to
the areas that help them to
make better career choices," he
added "Many have gone on to
work with local businesses, or
attend college and then graduate and obtain impressive jobs
in fields related to what they
learned here at the center."
Approximately 220 students
arc currently enrolled at the
Technology Center. which is
one of only 54 in the state."We
can accommodate 3(X) students
at capacity. So we have room
for some growth."
Harper pointed out that the
local center has seven instructors and a strong advisory.
group consisting of representatives from the business community •"These people work closely to monitor our programs and
equipment needs to ensure that
we stay up-to-date with technology and standards required
by the business world Our students are continuously working
with technology and comput-

Murray Ledger & Times

community leaders.
From Front
vides instruction in training in pares students for industry or
The next step for the counsite layout and foundations. other job-related fields. Welding funds, which are used Inter- cil is to pull the vision plans
floor, wall, ceiling and roof students are presented with the nally for the development of together and see if there are
franung, and exterior and interi- knowledge to weld various the office, according to Mur- any overarching trends and
or finish. Students will gain types of metal using several ray State's Regional Steward- what the Mlles are across the
ship director. Gina Winches- board, said Winchester.
knowledge and experience to
processes. ter.
and
methods
in
gain an entry-level position
"They've got to look at
Students are trained in layout,
The second phase of fundthe carpentry trade.
those needs and task the uniMurray
where
is
reading, work orders, ing, which
what we need to
The Culinary Foods program blueprint
currently at, provides versity with
and estimating State is
safety
site
job
lays.
the
to
is an applied orientation
funds for research and deter- focus on," she said. "It
uni—
the
for
groundwork
the
food industry. Careen, profes- materials for the job
each
in
are
mining what needs
sionalism, sanitation and safety,
In the Marketing program, stu- specific county and a region versity to come into the need-ed areas."
proper terminology, applied dents learn the essentials of mer- as a whole.
In order to determine what
The university plays a role:
math skills and service tech- chandising and marketing while
regiona
are,
needs
the
region's
helping communities idenin
laboratoa
in
niques are applied
preparing them to deal with the al stewardship advisory countify their needs and providing
ry setting. Courses cover basic
public. They will learn to have cil was formed, made up of resources to the community fog:
skills, as well as identification
better employability skills and key members of each commu- education in those areas, she
and use of small tools and basic
of resumes and inter- nitysaid, adding that the root of
knowledge
menu terminology
According to Winchester, a
most problems is education,
skills.
viewing
preThe Welding program
broad representation was needor the lack of it.
areas
all
cover
to
order
in
ed
One of the challenges o
of concern in the region.
"The office conducts its the program that Wincheste
activities through partnerships identified was the need for corn
with regional planning organ- munity and county leaders t
izations, local and regional eco- cross "territorial lines and wor
nomic development, advocacy together as a region."
groups, local governments,
Some of the benefits of thfa,.,..%k
businesses, educational advo- regional stewardship plan f
cacy groups, schools and com- communities, according to th
munity leaders to maximize its Office of Regional Stewardshi
effectiveness," according to
are economic and education'
information provided by Windevelopment, enhanced oppo
chester.
for residents an
As a result, the committee tunities
a
el:
. Murraf
communities
stronger
began taking form last August
and took three months for 18 State is projected to see bent* •
people to be chosen to serve efits in the areas of engage
on the council. They have research, advancing their mis
met twice to begin discussion sion. engaged service and •
on their respective communi- engaged student learning.
ties, and a third meeting was
The council will form a
planned for today (Monday).
plan, which will be completWinchester said the research ed in first draft form by Maya
stage has been accelerated Approval of the plan ultimatebecause every community has
ly rests with the CPE.
submitted community profiles,
According to Winchester,
needs and threats to her office
State University Presbefore the committee began Murray
Randy Dunn has
Dr.
ident
GREG TRAVIS Ledger & Times
meeting.
offered his full support of the
work
this
of
lot
Lawrence.
a
Leigh
found
"I
instructor;
McAlpin,
Amy
:
PROGRAM
CULINARY ARTS
(research) had been done." she program.
"He saw this as a parallel:
"Communities are
said.
.
engaged to what their needs to what he wanted to accom-.
Instead of going into plish in the region," she said.'
are.
every community we've just "He pulled this into his own
pulled that information from vision for the university."
sources that already exist. We
"We're a regional institudid not feel the need to hold
tion and regional stewardship
community forums because the
is really at the core of being
work had already been done."
and it's
Despite her decision PK to 11Piregional institution
hold community forums. Win- the thing I've really made front
chester said she has visited and center about what I want
every county and spoken with to accomplish here," said Dunn.

offering. The program is
designed for students who desire
entry level training and/or plan
to enroll in a post secondary
program in one of many occupational areas in the health field.
Machine Tool Technology
work activities involve applying
knowledge of machine capabilities, properties of materials. and
shop practices to set up and
operate various machines. The
skills needed to position work
pieces, adjust machines and verify the accuracy of machine
functions and finished products
are taught through classroom
instruction, demonstrations and
hands-on experience.
The Carpentry program pro-

ers
He said students can get a
tremendous start in the skills
that will last a lifetime
"We also have good support
from the counselors at both the
Murray and Calloway County
school systems. We want to
keep our training at a level that
meets what industry representatives would expect from us,"
adding that the center will he
attractise to "many students
who are thinking about careers
in engineenng and manufacturing
There are many students who
can benefit from the courses
being taught at the center, he
said
Teachers at the center are•
Automotive Technology
Sciences
Health
Mitch McNutt,
- Cindy Wise; MacMne Shop
Technology • Derek Gnus,
Carpentry - Dan Hicks.
Amy
Foods
Culinary
Mc Alpin, Welding - Paul
Caldwell. and Marketing
Esther Ford.
The Automotive Technology
program focuses on preparing
students for entry-level techni
clan positions in the automotive
repair and service trade
Students gain experience in
testing, servicing and mainte
mince of electrical circuits,
brake systems, computer controls. heating and air conditioning and engine repair Training
ins ols es theory and practical
hands on experience
The Health Sciences program
pros ides the secondary student
with orientation. exploration
and preparation into the health
care industry Courses are
sequenced to provide continuous student progress toward
hievement of a certificate
llw integration of matherruit
ics, science, communication
and technical knowledge is a
vital-component of each course
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'Full Parts Dept
'Locally Owned &
Operated
inmor
GREG TRAVIS Ledge. & Timm
Martin, Dan Hicks,
Jeremy
Cavanaugh
Dustin
Childers.
CARPENTRY PROGRAM: Matt
instructor.
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At MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL, we're committed to bead/
setter healthcare. gut our commitment is not limited to out new hospital
expansion .projects - it is found every day in oar people. We would like to
Introduce !emir Saharan. our neat MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
HOSPITAL CORNERSTONE OF CARE recipient. She work' in our Health
Information Management department, and has been delivering quality care to
our

ommunits for Over 25 years
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OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT CHAMPIONSHIP

RACERS69
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KENTUCKY 75, FLORIDA 70

58PANTHERS

First Dance
ED REINKE / AP
Kentucky's Perry Stevenson, right, blocks a shotattempt by Florida's Walter Hodge in the second
half Sunday at Rupp Arena. Stevenson scored 18
points and had 10 rebounds and five blocks in
the Wildcats' win.

"No
Doubt"
BRADLEY: THERE
IS NO WAY UK CAN MISS
NCAA TOURNAMENT
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Ramel Bradley stood
right in the middle of the UK symbol at center court
at Rupp Arena, arms extended over his head, hands
making the familiar diamond symbol that's become his
„signature criMpipaion during Ids''ciuiLer at Keigtii4c'''
The Murray State women's basketball team was all cheers
. For a Inelpant the senior guard remained motionless,
iiiter beating Eastern
Tournament at Municipal Auditorium in Nashville, Tenn.
soaking in the'crowd one last time before being mobbed
by his teammates after Kentucky held off Florida 7570 on Sunday.
It was the kind of jubilation that seemed far-fetched
when Kentucky stumbled three months ago. But after
BY AUTUMN BOAZ
scoring 14 points and handing out seven assists to help
Special to the Ledger
the Wildcats snap a seven-game losing streak to the
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — When
Gators, Bradley is pretty confident the victory means
th.a ladder was placed underKentucky can keep another streak intact: making the
n th the goal following the end
NCAA tournament for the 17th straight season.
of: the Ohio Valley Conference
"We should definitely be in," Bradley said. -The
citunpionship game, it was the
re
is no doubt. There is no doubt in my mind."
feet of the Racers who climbed
The
Wildcats
(18-11, 124 Southeastern Conference)
thb steps to cut the nets after a
won for the sixth time in seven games — the last
6458 championship win against
two
victories coming withotit injured star forward Patrick
NO. 4-seeded Eastern Illinois.
Patterso
n
—
to
bolster
a tournament resume that sud!As fans cheered and the band
denly doesn't look so bad.
played, senior Mama Lee claimed
-We just had to take a blue-collar approach," said
die first piece of the net after
forward Perry Stevenson, who had 18 points, 10 rebound
ha team was awarded the OVC
s
and five blocks. "We have to come in with a chip on
championship trophy.
our shoulder. We had lost to them seven times in a row
; "Everything happened so fast,"
and that just can't happen around here."
Lee said after the victory. "I
Joe Crawford added 16 points in his final game at
ceuldn't really believe it. but
Rupp
Arena, and Derrick Jasper had 14 as the Wild-'
new I can."
cats shot 58 percent from the field, hardly looking like
; Along with small pieces of
the offensively challenged team that built its record on
t* net. three Racer players came
gritty defense rather than clutch shotmaking.
avay with an additional sou"We needed every shot today," Crawford said. "We
venir - All-Tournament medals.
have a lot of confidence right now and the season is
Senior Shaleea Petty and junnot over for us."
kits Ashley Hayes and Amber
Marreese Speights led the Gators (21-10, 8-8) with
Gsffey were named to the All20 points and eight rebounds and Nick Calathes had 16
Tiurnament team. Eastern Illipoints and six assists, but couldn't stop Florida from
's' Rachel Galligan also received an All-Tournament medal after makELAINE KIGHT / For the Ledger & Times losing for the seventh time in 10 games. The defeat
i
15 of 16 free throws against the Racers and collecting 23 total points.
Murray State head coach Jody Adams celebrates with means the two-time defending national champions will
ey, however, capped off the Racer honors when she was named
likely need to do well in the SEC Tournament to secure
as her team after cutting
down the remaining piece of the
a spot in the field of 65.
*
•See IiISU, 28
net Saturday in Nashville
1
"We certainly had a lot of lapses in the second half,"
said Florida coach Billy Donovan, who was booed briefly
FIRST REGION GIRLS'CHAMPIONSIi1P: LADY MARSHALS 61, LADY
during pregame introductions, a reminder that Kentucky
LAKERS 48
fans haven't forgotten Donovan's decision to remain at
Florida rather than replace former Kentucky coach 'Tubby
Smith last spring.
The Wildcats hired Billy Gillispie instead, and after
a rocky fall that included losses to Gardner-Webb and
San Diego, Kentucky finds itself among the hottest
teams in the country.
-This is one of the best teams anywhere right now
because of their toughness," Gillispie said. "This team
is peaking at the right time."
Yet nothing has come easy for the Wildcats this season, who have made a habit of throwing away sizable
TOMMY DULLARD
leads at home. Sunday was no different, as Calathes
Sports Writer
and Speights brought the Gators back. Using fullcourt
Apparently, Calloway Coun
pressure to fluster the Wildcats, the Gators pulled withty-Marshall County region titic
in 73-70 on a layup by Jai Lucas with 23 seconds
gimes don't bode well for the
faidorites
remaining.
II the past two seasons have
Kentucky burned two time-outs trying to inbound the
taiight us anything, it's that the
ball and needed the Gators to knock a couple of balls
region's biggest night is a time
out of bounds just to get to halfcourt. The ball evenwhen young players come into
tually ended up in Stevenson's hands, and the sophotheir own and underdogs become
more who has played well in Patterson's absence calmchampions.
ly knocked down two free throws to seal it.
: Last year. it was a C'alloway
"We came close to getting the steal a couple of
COunty team ascending to the
times, but we couldn't quite get over the hump," Donotop a season before they were
van said. "They played better than us, and I thought
due. This year. it was a freshthey deserved to win."
LOUGH / Ledger & Times
man-laden
Marshall squad Calloway County'
Kentucky will be the East No. 2 seed when the SEC
s three seniors — (from left) Sam Butts. Rachel Adams and Shelby
keocking off a Lady Laker team
Webb tournament begins. The Gators will be the East No.
4
that hadn't lost a region game — can't choke back tears as they watch the closing seconds of a 61-48 loss to Marshall seed and open the tournament against
Alabama on ThursCounty in the First Region Championship Saturday night.
•See CCM,28
day.

RACERS PUNCH TICKET TO NCAAs FOR FIRST TIME IN SCHOOL HIST
ORY

1
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tom Prigs 1B
the Mosi Valuable Player of
the tourn.unent alter collecting
J quid( 27 points in the champom.ship game.
Call me today for a FREE quote
Gulley, who now ranks first
sin978.0355 • 1702 HWY 121 5 BYPASS • MURRAY,KY
in three-pointers made in a
season anti fifth in assists
.'mail: stuare_elesesider svibins.com
made in a single season. started the scoring with a layup at
KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD
19:22 of the first half. Guffey
Rowan Co 68, Morgan Co 51
Sunday• Scores
5th Region Sernifinels
and the Racers owned the only
By The Associated Press
Elizabethtown 51 Nelson Co 38
until
GIRLS BASKETBALL
points on the scoreboard
North Harden 82, Hart Co 56
tOth Region Semillimi
Eastern Illinois posted their
INN Region Championship
Mason Co so. Hierlson Co 47
at
contest
the
ot
points
Lou Butter 49, Lou Iroquois 47
first
Montgomery Co. 75. Campbell Co 52
Rh Region Championship
llth Region lissailhwil
Itv 46
Let Henry Clay 53. Let Paul Dunbar Lou DuPont Manual 56. Lou Mercy 52
For the first 10 minutes of
Illth Region SeinIfinsis
42
the game. the rim at both ends
Lexington Catholic 62, Madison Central Simon Kenton 56. South Oidham 34
Region Semtlinal
901
50
of the court, however, remained
Conner 58 Coy Holy Cross 47
12th Region Championship
unfriendly, forcing a slim 9-9
Notre Dame 52, Boone Co 47
Roc-liaises Co 57. Casey Co 48
BOYS BASKETBALL
tie with just over 10 minutes
13th Region Championship
11th Region Semifinal
South Laurel 74 Clay Co 64
left in the first half.
Let Paul Dunbar 87. Lex Bryan Station
145i Region Championship
Despite a slow start, the
60
Eirsalial Co. 56, Knot Co Cermet 35
3rd Region Semifinal
Racers orchestrated an interIllth anion Seivellini
Apollo 53 Munienberg North 52 OT
35
Racskand
63,
Blazer
Ashland
mittent but effective first-half
scoring run to put the teara
ahead by 10 points, 31-21, at
the hall.
"I knew it was going to be
lated into 12 points.
From Page 1B
a game of (scoring) runs." bend
"We didn't take care of the
all season, thereby ending a
coach Jody Adams said after
four-game losing streak against basketball," Sivills said. "You
the game. "1 liked the way we
turnovers,
Calloway that dated back to can't have costly
handled ourselves with those
they
What
turnovers.
unforced
last year's First Region Chamruns and it worked out for us."
did, they took those and made
pionship.
After the half. Guffey once
ELAINE KIGHT For the Ledger & Times
Instead of the anticipated jubi- them into baskets. That was the
again posted the first points
their
celebrate
to
court
center
onto
piled
team
basketball
lation and celebratory trophy- backbreaker.of the half, knocking down a The Murray State women's
Holder led Marshall with a
wielding, the Lady Ulcers
three-point basket in dramatic victory.
igh 24 points, 22 of which
game-h
final
game's
the
filled
instead
fashion to give the guard her
the time spent on the Murray State (being the coach) is better. This minutes with tears and disbe- came in the second half, and
avenged,
be
to
waiting
15th point of the day.
game shifted gears as the min- sideline during her first year is probably the most reward- lief. After a locker room ses- connected on 9-of-11 free throws
By the end of the day. Guras head coach has been one ing thing ever." •
utes ran off the clock.
sion that lasted well over a down the stretch. Tabor scored
ley had notched three 3-point
Adams will lead her team half-dour. Calloway emerged all of her eight points in the
of the best seasons of her
minthe
louder,
got
Fans
baskets --- some from a longer
into the NCAA Tournament, broken-hearted, but looking first half.
utes moved faster and the vision career.
range than others.
Adams led the Lady Lakers
"I can't put (the win) into which will begin March 21. toward the future.
and
title
OVC
an
winning
of
"Amber Gulley shot a couwords.- Adams said. "I want- The team's opponent will be
really good with 16 points and was a pertoura
had
NCAA
the
to
"We've
on
moving
ple from the concession stand,the charity
nament for the first time in ed these guys to feel what I determined on tournament run," head coach Scott Sivills fect 8-of-8 from
Eastern Illinois head coach
joined
Cunningham
17.
Kayla
March
stripe.
day,
selection
think
I
loss
but
said after his team's 61-48
program's history became (ell is a player,
Brady Sallee said. "Murray the
at the Regional Special Events her in double figures. scoring
the Racfor
clearer
much
that
shooting.
State put so many talented
Center on Saturday night. "Prob- 11 points on 4-of-9
points
eight
'players out on the court at any ers.
in
dropped
Butts
school
in
best
ably one of the
After expanding the lead to
one time --- you have to help
history. All we can do is just and Webb scored seven.
second
the
in
13
as
much
as
tdelensivelyi and expend so
Adams and Cunningham were
come back and reload next
hall. the Panthers maintained
named to the All-Tournaboth
much energy. When they kick
year.a constant battle throughout the
ment team, along with Thomas.
it out and hit those tough shots.
withso
do
to
have
They'll
hitting
contest.
the
of
duration
they're tough to guard."
out seniors Rachel Adams. Sam Holder and Hannah Ellis from
free throws and cutWith the title on the line 26-4-28
Butts and Shelby Webb, who Marshall.
ting the Murray State lead to
With the win, Marshall
and last year's 2-point OVC
the final minutes of their
spent
points.
five
little as
advances to the Sweet Sixteen,
championship game loss to as
bench
the
on
careers
school
high
But that was as close As
Strutheast MINsotiri Staid still
after the Lady Marshals had where they'll face Louisville
the Panthers ever got.
Butler on Wednesday. It won't
sealed victory.
With mere seconds remainhave to do so be the first time the two schools
they'll
And
Who's In
ing on the clock. Guffey cashed
Women s WAS,0.1.404110K Bide
against a Marshall County squad have met this season — they
in on two free throws to push
By The Associated Press
that returns most of its parts, squared off at the Louisville InviEast Tennessee Stale Miaow Sun
the score to its final resting
especially freshman guard tan- tational Tournament in FebruCallenixo
place, 69-5*
Mesa Moms Amino:reseser
dem Margaret Thomas and ary, where Butler handed MarAlter the game. Adams. a
Conference
Laken Tabor, who carried the shall a 60-26 loss.
Murray Side. Ofeo Valley Conlennall
homier University of Tennessee
Calloway, on the other hand,
Lady Marshals through a first.
Coast
Alkirec
North Carolina
basketball player and national
C,onliwence
half in which star forward Jes- will take solace in a 28-6 camthampionship skinner. said her
SMU Conference ,JSA
sica Holder managed just two paign in which they went undefeated in region play during the
points.
It was a coming-out party regular season and enjoyed a
of sorts for Thomas, who was late-season 12-game winning
awarded the First Region Tour- streak and a mid-season 10-game
nament Most Valuable Player run.
John Deere. Husqvarna. Scag. Snapper. Ferris
"(The loss) doesn't change
Award for her I6-point perGood thru March 15, 2008
formance in Saturday's title anything," Sivills said. 'This is
one of our best teams of allELAINE KIGHT / For the Ledger & Tomes game. Thomas didn't miss from
time. We set some high marks
sixperfect
a
going
field,
the
Amber Gulley was the tournament MVP and added 27
crucial and we have nothing to hang
a
sinking
and
for-six
Eastern
against
game
points in Murray's championship
jumper that swung the momen- our head about. This is a bump
All For Only
Clean Alf Fitter
Illinois.
tum in the Lady Marshals' favor in the road and it should serve
Check Firing
at the beginning of the fourth as a driving force to really
Check & Adiust Carburetor
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•
quarter.
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at hand next season."
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But
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Beth,
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New Spark Plug
FREE pick-up & delivery
ing he gets from his point guard Marshall Co 13 11 13 24 — 81
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within 5 miles
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is simply a bonus.
"Margaret has really cut down Marshall Co. (24-10) — Holder 24
on her turnovers and her drib- Thomas 16 Tabor 8 Eats 6 Frsk 4 Smrth
ble penetration was real good, 3
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reporters
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game early.Terry Butler
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wr
Hayes are all hugs following the conclusion of Saturday the Lady Marshals together for
_
,
•
night s championship game Guffey. Petty and Hayes were the better part of three quarnamed to the All-Tournament team Guffey was named ters, but in the fourth, it was
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TV, radio
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Marshall County's full-court
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KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times press, which Beth applied for
Fulton City boys at First Region
Tournament
Members of the MSU women's basketball team hoist their most of the fourth quarter ("al.com
andauto
7:30 p.m.
www.murrayhome
OVC Championship trophy into the air as they arrive to lov.ay turned the hall over seven
11VNBS 1340 AM — Marshall County
vs Paducah Tilghman boys at Feet
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$9995

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS

S13995

ZERO TURN

$113995

Murray Home & Auto

%lurray Ledger & Times

SPORTS

• OHO VALLEY CONFERENCE MEN' CHAM
S
PIONSHIP: AUSTIN PEAY 82, TENNESSEE STATE 64
;51

Governors drop gavel on TSU

Monday, March 10,:AM • 38

BIG EAST WOMEN'S TOURNAMENT
LOULSVILLE 57, RUTGERS 56

APSU BACK IN NCAA TOURNAMENT AFTER MISSING OUT LAST YEAR
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
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(AP)
The Austin Peay Governors
::gathered in a circle at mid"-tourt and started dancing. As
Todd Babington sliced off a
7
piece of the net to wear around
his right ear, he cut the knuckle on his left index finger.
It's a celebration the Governors missed a year ago, and
they aren't about to let anything stop them from partying
now.
'I'm going to wear this for
a while,' Babington said of
his new accessory.
He scored 24 points, and
Austin Peay earned its sixth
NCAA Tournament berth and
first since 2003 by beating Tennessee State 82-64 on SaturFRED BECKHAM / AP
day for the Ohio Valley ConLouisville's Chauntise Wright strips a rebound from Rutference Tournament champigers' Rashidat Junaid with eight seconds remaining
in
onship.
Louisville's surprise 57-56 victory in their quarterfinal game
The Governors (24-10) tied
of the Big East championship in Hartford, Conn., Sunthe school record for victories
day.
in a season, set in 1956-57
and matched in 1976-77, by
winning their fourth OVC Tournament title in their 15th appearance in this game. This was
the fourth time in five years
the Goys had played for a trip
to the NCAA Tournament.
But this victory offered salvation for a senior-laden team
that had a lead in the final
seconds of this title game a
, year ago, only to watch Eastern Kentucky hit a last-second
shot for a 63-61 win. Coach
Dave Loos said his Governors
, played as if they would not
MCCOUGHTRY LEADS LOUISVILLE
MARK HUMPHREY / AP
be denied.
Austin Peay players celebrate with their trophy after defeati
ng Tennessee State 82-64
TO UPSET OF
"The fact they were denied
RUTGERS
to win the Ohio Valley Conference men's basketball
tournament Saturday in Nashville,
once, they're going to cherish
Tenn.
HARTFORD,Conn.(AP) — come.
this because they were awfulAngel McCoughtry is the Big
ly close one other time," Loos line."
"Yeah I did. but I saw a
East's scoring leader, but she couple
said.
Just being in this game is
of things before that,"
can also play some defense.
Loos remembers one title big improvement for Tennessee
Stringer said. "But it doesn't
State.
game when his team led by
This is the program
McCoughtry had 20 points, matter what I think."
20 in the second half and lost, maybe best known for having
seven rebounds and a big strip
McCoughtry said that with
a fact he reminded his current it's female athletic director step
at the end as Louisville upset
two
fouls to give, she was
in
Governors about during a timeand coach the men, ironiNo. 4 Rutgers 57-56 Sunday
actually trying to hit Prince's
out. He said they looked at cally against Austin Peay, in
in the second round of the Big
arm before the shot.
him and said that wasn't pos- February 2003 after the team's
East tournament.
"Coach said to foul and I
sible.
interim coach had been suspend"You don't lead the league
didn't get to like 1 should
"Needless to say, having been ed after a bench-clearing brawl.
in steals if you can't defend,"
have," she said. "I can't even
on the other side several times,
That athletic director, Teresaid Louisville coach Jeff Walz.
•I really cherish this. This is a sa Phillips, hired Alexander
"She didn't shoot the ball describe the feeling. This is
going to be a memory for the
great feeling. 1 appreciate their away from South Carolina State,
extremely
well, but she
efforts," Loos said.
and he has been busy in his
rebounded it, she defended and rest of my life."
The Tigers (L5-17) had cel- five seasons building back the
Louisville played a full-court
she came up with a big stop
ebrated reaching the semifinals Tigers. Alexander said this was
pressure defense all night, forcat the end.by shaving their heads, at least a major step.
Candyce Bingham, who ing the Scarlet Knights into
those with hair long enough
"It's now up to Jerrell Housappeared to be fighting off leg 16 turnovers and disrupting their
to cut, into mohawks. This was ton, Gerald Robinson, Darius
cramps in the second half, added offensive flow. The Cardinals,
Tennessee State's first appear- Cox and the remaining play14 points and seven rebounds who also turned the ball over
ance in the tourney champi- ers and incoming recruits to take
16 times, outrebounded Rutfor the Cardinals (23-8).
onship since 1998. and the this program, keep this progers
34-23, including 13-6 on
Epiphan
y Prince and Matee
Tigers haven't won the OVC gram at this level and take it
the offensive glass.
Ajavon
each
had
13
points
for
hopefully to postseason play,"
title since 1994.
"The one thing that sticks
Rutgers (24-6), the defending
Derek Wright added 13 Alexander said.
tournament champion. Kia out in my mind is the rebound
Experience definitely helped
points for Austin Peay, while
Vaughn had 12 points and seven slat," Stringer said. "We made
Drake Reed had 11 and Fer- the Governors.
rebound
s, eight and five in the a real bad situation for ourThree of their seniors are
nandez Lockett 10.
selves."
second
half.
starters,
Jerrell Houston led the Tigers
and all three average
But Louisville had just five
The
game
was
tied
at 51
with 25 points, Reilly Ervin in double digits.
with 3:31 left, and there were second-chance points, and the
The game looked like it
had 13 and Darius Cox 12.
MARK HUMPHREY
AP
four lead changes before game was played at the Scar'They came into this game would be another thriller sim- Austin Peay guard Derek Wright (20) drives
past Ten- McCoughtry found Bingham let Knights' pace. Rutgers has
on a mission, and they outplayed ilar to what the teams played nessee State forward Jerrell Housto
n (3) in the second underneath for the 57-56 lead the league's top-ranked defense,
us,' Tennessee State coach Cy Feb. 2 when Austin Peay pulled half Saturda night.
y
with just under 33 seconds left. giving up just over 51 points
out
a
79-78
Alexander said. "There's nothvictory on its home
Essence Carson missed a per game. Louisville, the No.
court. They swapped the lead with another 3, Wright scored
ing else we can say."
jumper
with 8.1 seconds left 7 seed, came in averaging more
Bruce Price scored just four six times with four ties, the on a layup, and Babington hit
AN-Tawsoossot Thom
and Chauntise Wright outbat- than 76 points per contest.
points for Tennessee State. He last on a steal and tomahawk a layup followed by a jumper Todd Satimplan, Made Posy(MVP)
Lockett, Austin Peay
tled Vaughn for the rebound.
McCoughtry, who averages
had been their leading scorer dunk by Robinson with 11:43 from Wright that put Austin Fernandez
Derek
Austin Petry
Peay up 54-34 with 14:23 to Lester Wright
Rutgers got the ball back just under 24 points per game,
at 18 points a game in his left.
Hudson, UT Wein
Bruce Price, Tenneesee State
Then Austin Peay went on go.
on a turnover on an inbound hit just 8-of-25 shots from the
first season back in two years
The Tigers only got colder
play with 4.4 seconds remain- field, with Carson, the conferafter tearing the same anterior an 11-2 run started by Babinging. Prince dribbled up the ence's defensive player of the
cruciate ligament in 2005 and ton's fourth 3 of the half and from there. They were 12-ofWho's
in
right side of the court but year, guarding her for much
2006. He blamed himself for capped by a drive and layup 36 in the second half.
NCAA Automatic Bids
Babington's sixth and final
By The Associated Press
McCoughtry got her hand on of the game.
-the loss even as Loos lauded by Reed for his first points of
Peay Ohio Valley Conference
the game and a 29-20 lead 3 gave the Governors their
perseverance.
the ball as Prince tried a desBut McCoughtry hit two big
Belmont Atlantic Sun COnterence
peration shot in front of the shots in a row down the stretch
'1 didn't have a good game with 6:52 to go. Derek Wright biggest lead. 72-50 with 4:26 Cornell Ivy League
left.
Drake, Missoun Valley Conference
:a7at all. I think that I probably hit a 3-pointer and added anothRutgers bench at the buzzer. with defenders in her face, as
Winthrop. Beg South Conference
,:didn't come with the game I er basket for a 40-26 halftime
Coach C. Vivian Stringer yelled she and Prince went back-and:;'should've come with. Hats off lead.
for a foul call that did not forth giving their teams a lead.
Tennessee State tried to get
•7.to them, they did a good job
containing me I guess. That's back in the game in the second half. Ervin hit a 3, then
the best way I can put it.
Price said. "I just didn't bring Cox scored on a putback to
Ii like I should have, bottom pull within 45-34 with 16:50
remaining. Babington answered
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Bring Your Pet
In For Some Good,
Clean Fun!
Groomer: Diane Jackson
32 Years Expenence

Full Service Grooming
For All Breeds of Dogs & Cats
Call Today For An Appointment]

(270)753-6749

If you have dropped off
Sports, Hunting, Fishing or
other pictures for
publication in the
Murray Ledger & Times
Sports Section and have not
yet picked them up,
please do so by
MARCH 14TH, 2008.
Pictures not picked up by
March 14th will be discarded.

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.

FOR LIFE

CAPTAIN'S MEETING
Monday, March 10 • 5:45 p.m.
Weaks Community Center

This Will Be Campsite
Selection Night!

RELAY 101
Monday, March 10 • 5:30 p.m.
Weaks Community Center
A special session for new team captains will be held at
5:30 p.m. At this session, Rosanne Radke will provide
answers to all your questions about how to have
a successful Relay team.
RELAY

1271 Robertson Rd. South
swam.weatarideret.00111a

Ativoldim

Thank You!

OI LWE

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY RELAY FOR tiii
,q01

Bath
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CLASSIFIEDS
Arrowroots we requested to check
tie lust insertion of Mew ads for any
errix Murray Ledger & Times wil be
response* tor only one incorrect
insertion An error should be report
enmeCiately so corrections can
be made

No
270
200
Oil
300
320
130
340
340
370
310
340
110
423

mew«
Lama & Gorton

Foos erpoprnord
Mows Erpopoord
Sports EU•0131.1111
Flumoo0
lassocor
1.0044 Nome LOU Fog Salo
11100110 Swum For Lit
Wei* moors For Mors
Motor Nom Lots For Rent
Otorresso000000
AsorlillOnlo For Mon
Pomo For Nord
Hamm For Root
Soarer asewe
cwwwww Property
Foes & S000loro
rrossock & Soppiest
Futic Solo
Lana For Rent or Loose

t
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INDEX
100
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Foroncror
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Lop And F ownd
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Dimwit•Cliskkare
u. Okoorkinrri
0311110socs
C4111110161.
16111.11Foo Paw
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Arlelos 00. 1.1.
Applosoos
Homo Fornoshrrops
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LOU For Sob
LOU 00. 00.1
Forms Fos Ilolo
Aorolko•
Nome 00. 1.15
tiollorepelor & ATV.
Ado Pols
Sport LIMO soloolos
Lloyd Cars
sans
Wed bucks
C40.00111
Own• 110o1ors
MI.ora COons0
Free Column
Tub... 4 Supplies

\ 1 ••

•-• I I

111110

18.25 Column inch, WA Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Ran.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within b Day Period
$335 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Giaidel
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•• LAIL& 31
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$8.25 First Day -20 words or lees - Over W words S.30 tack
Additional Consecutive Days: 112 per word per day.
.35 extra tor Smart Saver (Mon. Classifieds go into Smut Saver)
o Pifer

DEADLINES

s or Ashley Morris
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephen
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday
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JOIN Murray's favorite
"Nome Medical Equipment
Company"
Due to growth we are accepting
applications for Full-time
'Respiratory TherapistMust be license certified in state of KY
Benefits available
Apply at

753-1752

HOLLAND MEDICAL

!ills Is ‘'S Ili\ 1 Pits! sti •

905 Arcadia Circle, Murray, KY

Warest
GENERAL carpente
needed HOUIS flexible
experienced required
with references
436-5933

HMCO
3.1urre, High
Rooster Club
Al knight. It(
Squire Rd
hPM ofl the
.1 Sat 01 ihe liil .11111
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
Persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be rep
utable The Murray
ledger & Times nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibil
ity whatsoever tor their
acalveMe.

GREEN Acres is currandy hiring for the fol
lowing positron
RN.LPN- Sat & Sun
6p-6a Work 12 hrs
get paid for 16 hrs Or
if you need full time
hours and benefits you
may pick up Mon 10p6a
SRNA Full time 6A-2P
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care 402 W
Farthing St Mayfield.
KY 42086
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• Director of Nursing of a 34 bed unit
• RN Administratise Nurse
• I.PN Administratise Nurse
We offer i.iiiiiperiti‘e wages along %all all
cscellent benefit pai.l.age Applicants must he
licensed in dt State il Kentui.ky Appl) in person at finithaien of Benton 26137 Main Street,
.12025
Benton.
E0E/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Nurses Aides/CNA
PRN Training arid working all styes as needed Must be flexible and mature 11 you would
°rimy working with the elderly and a pleasant
atmosphere please apply in person at
Fern Terrace 1505 Stadium View Dr , Murray
EOE

HELP WantedInsurance Customer
Service Western KY
and Northwestern TN
Rapidly expanding
insurance agency
needs new customer
wince representatives Duties include
commercial and per
sonai kne insurance
customer service
, based on
Satre'
experience P&C and
Life 11CanSe a plus but
not mandatory 101 the
right candidate Office
and training provided
Please Reply to
Murray Lodger PO
Box 1040-A Murray
KY 42071

The Henry County
Board of Education
is now accepting applications for

Staff Nurse(LPN or RN)
Harrelson Elementary, Puryear.
This is an interim position completing a 179
daseyear position aligned with school breaks
Ind holidays Annual contract runs 1 Juty
'trough 30 June Two years experience
required with CPR and First Aid certifications
preferred Applications may be obtained on the
web at www,henryk I 2.net by clicking on Forms
then School Nurse Applications Submit applications no later than 26 March 08 at henry County
Board of ErrucationCSH 217 Grove Boulevard
Pans TN Board will be dosed 17-21 March 08
For inquiries please contact
Wendy S Collins. Director of Nursing at
(7311 247-3152 or (270) 293-2932
I Orrte.,r Li Si iii board of E ducaix,x ,
us an Foos! Opportunity Employer

4slp nailed
13111
and
MARKETING
R•crulting
Coordinator, Paducah
Campus.
Regional
State
Murray
University Full-time
non-tenthe track position to begin April
2008 Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree in
marketing, public relations, human services,
or
communications
related field with a minimum of one year, fulltime experience in
or
communications
public relations field is
Willingness
required
to travel extensively
independently
and
through the Paducah
vicinity is required.
Must possess excelcommunication
lent
and computer skills
Expenence in college
student recruitment is
preferred
Responsibilities:
Entry-level position to
market education programs at the Paducah
Campus Recruit adult
and high school students. advise students,
publicacoordinate
Application
tions
Deadline: March 24.
2008 To Apply: Send
letter of application.
resume and three references to Marketing
Recruiting
and
Coordinator &meek
Hall,
Sparks
303
State
Murray
University, Murray, KY
Women and
42071
minorities are encouraged to apply Murray
State University is and
equal education and
employment opportunity M.FD AA employer

the Muria. -11C4
yei listings 11i.ink sw

Patient
PART-TIME
Service
Representative 25-30
DO you tom working
hours per week SA-F
idds?
with
medical
Growing
Enterprises
Care
Wes
company
equipment
place
may be just the
experience preferred
lor you' Full time and
but not necessary
part time positions.
outgoing
Pleasant
available
personality a must'
Apply at
to
resume
Send
Wee Care
•. Legacy Oxygen 924
109 S 1Sth St
South 1 2th Murray KY
Murray. KY 42071
42071
5227
1270)753

,,,s-;x•into
Savings!
subscribe to
MINK411
LEI)GER&I I /11,
local %tail
Nesse Delivery
3sin-MN 3 me.---.-t33.N
6em.-.691.5111 6 me. _.--.966.1111
11
I yr. --1109.6

Rea ot KV/TN
Ursa,
rPsrroor &

3 Me.--PUS
6Ion-991LS11
1 yr --$INN
('heck

IMMEDIATE OPENShipping and
NG
personnel
receiving
needed experienced
with order processing
warehousing & light
deadlines Must be
organized with a good
attention to detail
Forklift operation. corn
Puter skills & inventory
control expenence are
helpful Dependability
& accuracy with calculations of company
records a must Aberty
to work in a close fast
paced environment is
needed Physical labor
involved Drug testing
& background check
required Competitive
wages and benefits
to
resume
Send
ShIPPng & Receiving
Box
Position PO
KY
Murray
1516
420 I

LAKE area resort has
1 yr...-.-.9106.N• PT opening in small
and
shop
coffee
Must
housekeeping
Al Other Mail
be dependable detail
Subscriptions
oneoted and flexible
1 sno ....-S7S.S0
only
hours
Day
on -MIS
Weekends mandatory
-1145.119
1 yr
Call Susan 436.2345

L

Money Order

Visa

WC

Deviate Pk.
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger &
PO. Hoz 1040
Murray, KY 0071
tie call tflet 7I3-111111

LOCAL cabinet company looking for expo
nenced help Must be
dependable and able
to lif1 heavy obiects
Call for application
293-3822
OTR detests needed
Compelliive stages
and Osman Home
every 2 weeks Must
have Class A COL with
minimum 3 years 0TH
expenence Clean
MYR I800i466-8087

SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
& MARINA
ENJOY WINTERS
OFF,
2008 Seasonal Help
Wanted
Various Part time
Positions
Housekeeping
Dock Hands
Store Clerks
Boat Mechanic
Boat Repair Shop
Clerk
Grounds Maintenance
Great fur Retirees'
March 10 Stan Date
Accepting Applications
Sportsman s APC1OF
Resort & Manna
12800 U S Highway
68E
Benton KY 42025
Cal For Appointment
270-354-6568
PAINTING contractor
is recruiting experiprofessional
enced
journeymen painters
Must have 4 years propainting
fessional
experience Position
includes bonerit plan
Health
including
Retirement & paid
vacations To
apply cam 753-6895 &
leave voice message
No walk in applicants
accepted This comps
'TY FS an equal OPportu
nity employer
TOYOTA of Murray is
kicking for the right
Person to become pert
of its professional
sales team Apply m
person at 1301 South
12th Street ask for
Clad or Andy

VISA

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

NOW mune spokelions for aN positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at SOnec
Driv•-en, 217 S. 12th
St.. Murray. KY. No
phone calls.
PADUCAH Real Estate
April night licensing
class 270-223-0789
Oeloiseadams0 yahoo
corn
PAINTER/1100M
Operator Ten plus
experience
years
painting in a commer
COI or industrial environment with aerial
boom -lift certification
or 5 years of boom lift
experience Call 931
436-5353
PART TIME apartment
Maintenance
Experience with
repairs painting
Resume to 108 North
12a1 St

e

ik s Odeon

CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270-759-9553

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
769.3556

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks arid
tractors 436-5235.
BUYING old US Coln
collections. Paying
Blue Book value 2936999
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S 12th
Murray
WASTE OS: WI pick
up used motor cal
Drum exchange MDF
270-436-2215

Complete Formal Weer Headquarters

Aka)!

INSURANCE

1.abls010

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 10091 of
the Deductibles?

Limousine, & Vaasa
-11

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

aolln1111Upoliblo
Sa.
*imp EY OM
M61014400

Mil./04 KILN
14113631131.1r17

All ik.rwioe lrxxxporowoo • turpor1 Soma • 1. erlditilDriven

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A. $131 on
Part B. Cad me for more information.
FRU HELP IN CLAM RUNG FOR KY CLIENTS

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

- PREPLANNING -

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangfmmt Specialist

rI

Avoid inflationary cost.

6 - COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
ALL KENTUCKY AVAILABLE PLANS
PART-D DRUG PLANS ALSO
COMPETMVE RATES

Lock in price, single pay or
payment plan.
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

Ron SallIn - Local Agent
Prione (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karrn Isaacs Owner,

Waste ;

HOUSTON ELECTRIC & ALARM

D1114:01:0601

227-3574

,

AM Types of Refuse Sennce

Cal for a Free Estimate71

and Camera Systems •
Fire Alarm Inspection
Electrical Constructionntepair
Fast Response Service 24/7
Security

Honeywell

(

1 Visonic

1111 Stephen.. or

7

Julie Bross n

1- 1 4 16

and plats sour

ad hodon

150
Ades
For Sale
GOLD
n Benton pays top
dollar for your old
gold' Broken chains
rings ect & silver
coins We've been
buying gold for 29
years Gold Gallery
Hwy 641 Benton. KY
Call 27015-3(

SCRAP
CARS
key

huh, Pat I

753-5500

08 hot tub New in
package 6-7 person
7HP, 46 lets ozone.
water tall Full warranty Retail $7.696 Must
sell 14200 573-3001031
1985 Yamaha 700,
road bike less than
1976
9 000 miles
Aeroglide with 115
horse evinrude motor
1988 diesel Ford tracmower
lawn
tor
1270)293-5498
BUILDING a barn?
Building a fence"
Come see us for your
needs'
lumber
Premium quality-low
prices we are the manufacturer' March fen.
cepost special, 6'
round 8' long treated
post $9 35 each Also
available T-13- fenceposts 8' long frair
• long Irier 16-27
long Come see us'
Replogle Enterpnses
2040 Lumber* Rd
Henry, TN
731-243-7628
HO TelerMicons
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma I
LCiss Rear Propecbon
LG. Toshiba
also
Hitachi & Sony We
have a.large selection
of entertainment oen
tens & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellile 759-0901

COME visit Our new -"OWNER
FINANCE***
showroom' Replogle
flooring. NO CREDIT CHECK
hardwood
late model
9875 Hwy 79 South, Clean
doublewide Country
Henry, Tenn (731) 243bed. 2 bath,
2568 We are sawmill setting, 3
garage, off 94E toward
to showroom Pre-finCross Spann
ished flooring close-out lake 217
Rd Murray $4,500 00
special] Discounted
Down, $585.00 monthand seconds, while
Call Rutile
supplies last, 13.000 ly
Sycamore, (270)753-2222
feet
Beech. Cherry, White •"OWNER
Oak in venous widths FINANCE••
and finishes Sold as is 4 BR. 2-1/2 bath
ft
52 00-52 50 sq
2,300 sq ft detached
Come see usl Mon- garage 5.4.950 down
Thurs 8-5. Fn 8-4, Sat $695/mo. 144 Seth
8-3.
Lane 753-1011
KR- Korth s Lawn and
Tractor Parts and
Service 759-9831
NEW pool table, never
used, t'-slate, solid
wood, carved legs felt,
act package. retails
$4.500. selling for
$1.600, must sell
(573)300-1031
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE
FREE OVA or HO
FREE 6
upgrade
months of HO pro*MD
gramming
upgrade Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax
Programming starts at
529 99 per mo.•$5.00
for iocal networks Call
Beasley Antenna &
Sateilile for more into
759-0901 or toll free
877-455-0901
/spinals
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

270 753-1713
domes For Isis
UOUIOARON Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Go'
Unbelievable Deals
Only 4 left Save
Thousands', Call now
731-584-9429

-OWNER
Financing**
2005 24x56 313R
2BA, $3,495 down
$59500 month. 102
Gilbert St., Hazel
(270)753-1011
'07 16x68 Northern
Built set-up in Hardin
2BR 1BA
1-600-455-3001
'07 16x68 Northern
Built set-up in Hardin
285118k
1-800-455-3001
1997 16430 Belmont,
38R, 28A, with out(270)227-9467
93 Mobile Home for
sale 16x80 3 bedrooms 2 bathrooms
must be moved ph
435-4009 cell 2274475 call evenings
only $6.500

Babes lions Far.
28R. all electnc No
pets. $325 monthly
Refrences required
(270)623-6314
978-8492
NICE 2851 trailer, no
pets 753-9866
300

OFFICE rental apace,
prime localion. Benton
KY 270-2274454

1 & 2 bdr apts. No
pets. Leave a message. 270-753-1970
1 Bedroom apartment,
clean and nice, all
appliances including
WIT) No pets
(270)436-5496
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at 5200/mo
753-4109
1&2 BR apts. 1 -year
lease 1BR $35000,
2BR $475.00 Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559
1 -BR APPLIANCES
included. Partial Will-,
ties paid. $300 per mo.
752-0456
2 BR 2BA Garage all
appliances. Very nice
9028 N 20th 650 00
per mo. 753-5344
752-0313
2851 apartments available. Great location. 1 ,
year lease, 1 month .
depose, no pets.
753-2905
2BR duplex, 2BA
garage No pets
753-7457 or 227-3054 •
28R duplex, nice,
CM/A appliances furnished Vanous loca
bons Coleman RE
753-9896
2BR. $285, C/HJA.
near MSU Move in
free days. 753-9898
3848R, 28A available
appliances
now,
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR 2 BA duplex
appliances
C/H./A
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 Br 2.5 Be. Garage. all
applsances. Top of the
line. 907A N 20th
$750.00 per rho
753-5344 752-0313
3-SR Duplex, lease
and deposit $700 00.
per mo 227-0375
BEAUTIFUL one bedroom vnilh washer and
dryer Greet location. :
Pet and smoke free
$350mo includes
water 226-8006

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

T/4 area
, 22 acres adjoining
Tumbling Creek Good
hunting, great building
site. 12500 an acre
I -877-275-0543

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartnienhi
Central Heat and Air
Aix:epilog Applii.drions

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

12r

Check us out
on the Web!
PREMIER
MINIS TORAGE
-inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
-We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

For Rant
DUPLEX 28R, 2BA,
404 Bembi Ct. North,
no pets. (270)3762746 (270)841-5653
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom.
All appliances including washer, dryer 7595885 or 293-7085
EXTRA nice large, like
new, 2BR, 2 Bath, we
carpet, appliances,
almost new $595/mo.
1410-B Hiftwood
753-3018

PARKSIDE
STORACE

2 or 3 BR 1 BA Home
on 1 acre land. Fenced
in back yard with storage building. Country
living close to town.
Perfect for pet owners.
227-1560 or 293-4224

OFFICE or retail space
available. Pnme location. 753-2905,
293-1480

and
DACHSHUND
Doberman miniature
puppy mix $100 2939756.
DOG Obedience
436-2858

34 Angus Balancer,
Gelbvieh. Bulls, selling
March 18, 6:15p.m. at
MSU Expo Center.
Information or catologs
call (270)556-4259

SMALL 1BR, nonsmoking apt. upstairs.
water paid, available
now, no pets.
$260/mo. 753-5980

6 yr. old black TWH
Gilding 14-2 beginners
horse. $850
(270)328-8099

2, 3 & 48R houses
deposi
&
Lease
required. 753-4109
31EIR, IBA, Brick with
hardwood floors.
newly remodeled, no
pets. 1710 Farmer
Ave.
$700 monthly.
(270)293-4602

BERMUDA grass hay

square bales, $6.
731-514-3632

DUPLEX on large lot in
Cambridge 2BR, 18A
each side (270)9780505 (270)436-2051

Storage Rentals

1 urray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

All ntal estate advertised hen-1n
o sutsect to the Federal Pair
}lousing Act, which makes it
.- legal to advertoe ani preference. limitahoil or diSimminanOn based on race. COWC
handicap, tamthal
glt
Ws or national origin, or
anv such
make
to
.10r1
.
eons, limitations or dew-me-,
tion

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

State Lin. tochkideseiminabon

ir rental or advertrumt
the Na,
real ewtate based on factor. in
addition to those protected
under tederal law
We will know ingls accept any
advertesin tor real estate whuil
is not in violanon of the law All
persons are herebs- 'Wormed
Mat all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advernsmg requirements, cornak, \ AA Counsel
w4W-1(116
Helve P Warr

in

ol

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

NNW SuOMM,
[84.1.0•• WM.,

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536

SARATOGA
3AC.,
FARMS. back right corner. White fence in
front. 270-519-2290

Need to sell your
house?
Call us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Lodger 4 TITOS

270-753-1916

6.5 acres on Wrathe
Road Beautiful build
mg site $42,000
753-5010. 293-0425

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3115

RENT to Own
Coldwater 2-3BR
home 800-986-2789
extension 2051

"OWNER FINANCE"
No credit check, private 3bed, 2bath home
in secluded area near
ltly remodlake.
inecclZding paint,
eled I4
uPdated electrical &
127
plumbing.
Tearose, Hamlin, KY
$4,900 Down, $595
mo. Call Ruth
753-2222

GARAGE, office on
paid lot set-up for a
used car lot $750
703-4768

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

Construction
NEW
Finished
Just
Saratoga II 4811 28A
contemporary home
24 hour recorded mes800-986-2789
sage
extension 2081

•"*OWNER
FINANCE"•
No credit check! Clean
and nice 3BR 1BA
home on lot in Puryear.
1,292 sci.ft , hardwood
appliances.
floor.
$3,900 down, $475
monthly. Call Ruthie
(270)753-2222.

753-8756 /59-1 369

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
impairment
Mobility
Phone
accessible.
&
492-8721. Mon
Thurs
10-12am. TOO No
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity

Construction, LLC1
1311E"'" Clams
General Contracting
E
FRE
;;Argi,41/.

lligiasfir ids

1505 Diugutd Drive • Murray, KY 42071

wari.murrayledgerzom

i
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4BR/2BA.
BRICK
3,000 sq.ft. living. 2 car
garage, detached 6 car
New
garage/shop.
CM/A. New paint, carpet, floors. New refngerator. 2 acres, 2 miles
from Murray on 121S.
759-9982
BY Owner- Brick 3BR,
2BA, new paint, carpet, full walkout basement, C/H/A, new well
pump, storm windows,
2 car garage, deck, 1
acre land with mature
trees, Charlie Miller
Rd., minutes from
Murray off 641 North.
$87,500.
(270)753-7549 or
(586)764-6477

NEED A VEHICLE?

t.2th Street
iU
Financing On
Selected Vehicles
1989 Mercury Grano
Marquis $700 obo
Call 759-9586

ALL Carpentry
Home & Mobile Home
additions
repair,
decks. 227-0587,
753-0353

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

‘Li
litehell Bros.
Pa% ing

270-293-5624
FUTRELL S Tree
Service
removal
Trimming,
:lump grinding, fire
wood. Insured.
489-2839.

Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007
Semen 011sred

Ulu

USED TIRES

1.&114
LAWN SERVICE

14, 15, 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leal Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

Call 753-5606

753-1816 2:27-4611

Sport Utelty Vehicles

'99 Lexus RX300
Silver/gray, four wheel
drive, memory/of.
Greet condition.
S9,800.

270-753-9343
270-227-4869
05 Equinox, $9,999
'04
Rendezvous.$9,899
'99 Chevy Z-71,
$7.200
'99 Blazer $4,900
'00 Explorer $4,900
'02 Montana $5,800
'04 Maxima SL
$12,700
'02 Taurus SES
$5,700
'05 Altima 2.5S $8,500
C&K (270)705-5973
Anytime

clunotorsky.com
Escape.
Ford
'03
98,000 miles, sunroof
electric locks/windows,
leather. Excellent condition. $7,800.
270-293-3817

YOUR AD
COULD BE

759-115111
753-1537

MANAGI

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 must mince
Res., Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
iunk & tree work.
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044.
Al Joe's Mower repair.
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray. 436-2867

METAL ROOFS

• weekly & special

Om,Stone
Co

• locally uss ord./operated
BEECHER'S
Handyman Service
Odd jobs. Free estimates. (270)762-0910

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

NADEAU'S
Construction

HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

\I

Hamilton Granite
& Marble

-Flooring *Decks
*Vinyl siding •All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
nacteauconstruction net
CUSTOM Yard mowing, tnmming. years
expenence.(270)8045890.(270)345-2511
DAVIS Handyworks
No Job too Small"
Small home repairs,
decks,
roofing,
garages, siding, windoors.
dows, and
759-4418,
Insured.
227-9484
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd Jobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks.
293-5438
EXPERIENCED painting extenor and interior. Free estimates. 30
years experience.
293-9132

3301 St. Rt 121N.

753-8087
Hamilton • :••1
245-1-22

Wet Murdotk •

JOE'S JOBS

753-4344• 227-5h44
(;‘11.1.01%
I M\ \LH\ I( I

73-O2
Ca: 227-11726
LAWN care for
Mayfield side of
Calloway County.
Reeves Lawn Care
(270)247-6100 leave
message
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

ROOT
d

Mike-Chase Stocksveli
759-1085•227-6238

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All remodeling,
No job too
Free estimates
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511
PLUMB Level
Construction
Remodeling
Additions/Decks,
Floors, Water Damage,
Doors, Windows,
Roofing.
Home
Mobile
All
Repair.
Brick, block.
We're not a handyman
Insured.
759-4704 or 978-2391

ss'ss %%Alvah% epi op ep..com
erti
1271»761-11()\11
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock. concrete
boat ramp.
$275,000.00. Call
753-2905 or 293-8595.
Large 4BDR 313ATH
Brick home in
Southwest area. Great
family home w/over
3000 sq.-ft. and
almost 2 acres.
$189,900. Call
270-753-7335 or
270-293-1449.
MINI Farm can be split.
7.887 acres. 3BR all
with walk-in closets. 2
full bath, garden tub,
eat in kitchen w/ breakfast bar, all kitchen
appliances, pantry, utility room, well built
deluxe home, cove
moldings, extra insulation, ect good tested
well, 25 fruit and nut
trees, new barn. Just
south of Murray. 1203
Torn Taylor Trail
270-227-0860
NEW brick home.
Saratoga Springs I,
38P. 38A. LR, DR.
Kitchen. Sun-room.
2.950 sq ft heated.
$289.000. 293-2582
SARATOGA II, New
brick home. 48R.
3-1/28A, LR, OR,
Kitchen, Sun-room, tile
d hardwood, 3,250-sq.
ft $349,000 293-2582

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Others demonstrate
recognition and understanding of

what you are capable of. Given
time, you might find that a situation 4 much easier than you
originally thought. Trust your
money sense. Tonight: Treat
yourself to a new item for spring
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You smile, and others
warm up. You don't have even
an idea of the magnitude of your
charm and manner. Reach out
for someone at a distance
Attempt to break past patterned
thinking. Drop that mental filter.
Tonight: Ask. and you shall
(probably) receive.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Know when to back off. Go
with a partner's insight, as he or

so at their own risk.
persons
Although

and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees •
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities.
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of

ROOFING Free estimate.(270)293-4020
(270)293-1924

Murray Ledger 8

THOMPSON'S Tree
Service, stump
removal and brush
removal, free estimates. Home
(731)247-3098
Cell (903)497-6965

First Come
First Serve

Times

Please
No Phone Calls

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
FOR-SALE BYOWNTuesday, March 11, 2008:
ER: 3-bedroom, 1 Your dynamic and creative enerbath, 1200 Sq-ft. Brick
gy emerges more so than in the
home on 1 -1/4 acres
past. You have so much you
3-miles from Murray
want to share, but know when to
CHA,
4424 641-North.
off. Welcome feedback and
back
Appliances. Carport,
learn to keep stretching away
Small Greenhouse.
from mental constraints. Travel,
Large Fenced
Backyard, Circle Dnve, education and dealings with forPatio, 2/Room
eigners are all favored. If you're
Workshop, Small
in the field of law or publishing.
Barn-Outbuilding,
this year could be memorable. If
Tractor Carport.
you are single, allow that "difChicken Coop,
ferent" person to enter your life.
Storage & Tool Shed,
If you are attached, your relaLarge trees $95,000.
tionship grows and keeps evolvOpen House Saturday
9am-12pm 615-804ing as long as you don't become
- 1- 34
too judgmental. Be open to new
ideas. Travel could be imporIIMMEDIA I I.
DEBT RELIEF! 'ant. TAURUS loves to laugh
I..... •
and share.

THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable
but inaccuracies do
occur. Readers using
this information do

she is probably right, but also it

suits you. Don't accept any more
responsibilities, for now. Create
more freedom than in the past,
and you'll find that your quality of
life will pinnacle. Tonight: Yawn - get some sleep.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Zero in on your
desires. Somehow you have the
ability to bypass any stumbling
blocks right now. II is as if they
vanish from your path. Surprises
will come from those at a distance if you can mentally relax.
Meetings are important. Tonight:
Be with anyone; just don't be
alone!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Stay on top of your
game. Others might be watching, and you certainly don't want
to trip under these circumstances. You'll accomplish a lot if

Leave pleasure for late afternoon. Tonight: Weigh different
options.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** It's all or nothing with
your sign as you toss yourself
into a project or two. You have
energy and stamina. Do take a
break at some point and indulge.
You need to take good care of
yourself to run In fifth gear like
you are. Tonight: Have you
heard of sleep?
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Your creativity comes
out no matter what you
encounter. You could be overwhelmed with your to-do list. You
can find a way to get through
most of the list with ease. Tap
into your ingenuity! Tonight:
Enjoy life. and worry little about
what night of the week it is.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** If you can check out an
investment involving property.
do. Much might be stirring
around your private life. Think
positively about what you want
and expect from a close loved
one or family member. Tonight:
Happy at home.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Your words touch the
right notes as others move to
give you what you want. In fact,
what you might have anticipated
to be difficult becomes so incredibly easy that you could be in
shock. Be happy. A meeting is:
very important. Tonight: Hangout.
BORN TODAY
Supreme Court Justice Antonin•
Scalia (1936), civil-rights leader
Ralph Abernathy (1926)

you maintain your concentration
An admirer might surprise you.
Tonight: Could be late.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Reach out for others at a
distance. You might see a situation much differently if you do.
Understand that you couldn't

possibly have all the answers.
Listen to feedback. Encourage a
difference of opinion. Tonight:
Take in new vistas.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** If someone seems stubborn and resistant, don't be surprised. That attitude is in the air,
and you cannot do a lot to
change it Work with the situation Pull back and think of the
change in responsibility as freedom! Tonight: Togetherness
works.

,/
mei
rea
• e

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might want to think a
situation over while others are
making a pronouncement about
what will and won't work. Deal
with excessive calling and
requests by screening your calls.

Be Safe, Call Before Digging
Murray Natural Gas
wants to remind you to be
careful when you begin
your spring planting and
yard cleaning.
Call Kentucky 811
at 1-800-752-6007 to have
all utility lines marked in
the area in which you
will be digging.

ser''

s"«.."re.is•-•
4
4, 0.41,10.
0
"".

Smile!• Now you can own the picture
of that unforgettable moment captured

For more information,
call Murray Natural Gas
at 270-762-0336.

in the newspaper. Photos become timeless
when framed or kept in your photo album.
Visit www.murrayledger.com and click the blue button!

TRES IS A PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT

You don't have to be a farmer to get
FARM BUREAU INSURANCE.
Horn, • Auto • Manufactured Home • Farm • Life • Long Term Care • Health

Insurance available in city or county

753-4703
Calloway County Farm Bureau

613 • Monday. March 10, 2008

LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of representati.es ol all Murray State
nisersit sororities filling a %NA CI of din for a new sorority house
on Poplar Street It as expected
III he finished hy August
Ihe
14i, it. i \Sas hS Sian Phcol,igraphtsr
Ilierriard Kane
Births reported !MALI& a girl
Dorola and Gary I hompum
.111,1 a girl Iii Jennifer arid Jere
niy W.uten. March 2
Calloway County Laker, lost
65-37 to Graves(.ounts Eagles
in the opening round of the first
Regional High School Basketball
lournamem. High wore:'. were A
Wyatt for the Laker., and Nor
sworthy for the LagIcs
28 Veen ago
In the Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament,
Murray Tigers won 47-46 over
T'alloway Takers and Calloway
Lady Takers lost 41-40 to Graves
County Eagles High team scorers were Jason Hunt for Tigers,
Fred Jones for Lakers. Erica
Muskgrow for Lady Laken and
Lon Beth McCullar for the Eagles.
Births reponed include a boy
to Karen and Barry Henson, Feb.
21; a girl to Kann and Roger
Pickard. March 2; a boy to Sherry and Elvin Parish and a girl to
Joan and randy Stout. March 6,
30 years ago
Murray Mayor Melvin Henley
has been appointed to the board
of directors of the Kentucky Municipal League
In the Fourth District High
school Basketball Tournament,Calloway Lakers lost 75-63 to Morahan County Marshals and Calloway Lady 'Akers lost 75-63 to
Marshall Couniv Lady Marshals
High team scorers were Bushrod
and Mina Judd hit Laker, and Perry
and Copeland for the Marshals
Paintings of Olin Moore and
Nati' aft' now in diS-

play at the Murray Art Guild during the month of March
41 years age
Final enrollment for the Murray Suite Lirusersity for the spring
semester stands at 6.617, according to Wilson Gantt, registrar
About 100 acres of land was
burned March 5 in the area of
New Providence. according to
Boyce McCuiston. forest ranger
for Calloway County.
In games of the Fourth District High School Basketball\Tournament. Benton Indians woo 7153 over Murray University Colts
and North Marshall Jets won 67Si user C'alloway Lakers. High
team 1.4:0(ers were Colson for Indians. Richey tor Colts. Brooks for
Jets and Stan Key for Lakers.
50 years ago
In the opening game of the
Fourth Distnct High School Basketball Tournament. Almo Warriors lost 42-25 to Benton Indians with high team scorers being
Lovett for Almo and Dailey for
Benton
Recent births reported At Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs JalliCS Rhodes. a boy. to
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Wilson. a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stone,
a girl to Mr. and Mn- Eulas Bailey. a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Smith and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Hampton Boiggess.
60 years ago
Elected as officers of the Murray Community Hospital Medical
Staff werel)r. C.1 McDevitt. president; Dr Ora K. Mason, vice
president. and Dr. J.A. Outland,
secretary.
In the quarter finals of the
Fourth District High School Basketball Tournament, Benton won
46-31 over Calven Cu) and Murray Training ('olcs won 31-20 over
Hazel Lions. High scorers include
Richerson for Colts and Taylor
and Davenport for the Lions.

Todayleillstory
By I he tssociated Press
loday is Monday. March 10.
the 70th day of 2008. There are
296 days left in the year
loday 's Highlight an Histoty.
On March 10. 1876. the first
Soll:n transmission USW
Alesander Graham Bell's telephone
took plate in Boston as his AVMStant heard Bell say. "Mr Watson
I want to see
hele
you iThe words were recounted
by Bell in his lab notebook .1
On this date

E3

t_ c:,rsi co.

In 1629. England's King Charles
I dissolved Parliament; he did not
call it back for II years
In 1785, Thomas Jefferson was
appointed minister to France. succeeding Benjamin Franklin
In 1848. the Senate ratified the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. ending the war with Mexico
In 1880. the Salsation Army
arrived in the United States from
England
In 1948, the body of the antitommunist foreign minister of

O)

COMICS/ FEATURES
Timely screening for cancer
can save thousands of lives

Murray Ledger & Times

Shingles vaccine
not for everyone

expected from colon cancer this
year could have been avoided
with wider use of proven screening tests.
As always. the American
Cancer Society is here to offer
help, including a free information kit to make it easy for
people to talk to their doctor
Abby, colon about colon cancer testing. -cancer ELMER E. HUERTA. M.D..
AMERICAN
remains the PRESIDENT,
third-leading CANCER SOCIETY
DR. HUERTA:
DEAR
cause of cancer deaths in Thank you for reminding me
men to remind my readers that March
both
and women is National Colorectal Cancer
in the unit- Awareness month. We all know
States. that testing saves lives, and it
ed
about is my hope that because of
, 0 0 0 your letter. Dear Abby readers
By Abigail
death!: will become more aware of the
Van Buren
espected this importance of getting tested for
year. The good news is that colon colon cancer and will talk to
cancer is one of the two can- their doctor about having the
cers (the other is cervical can- tests done beginning at age 50.
Readers, for more informacer) that can be prevented
through regular screening. Colon tion about this important subcancer tests allow doctors to ject. call (800) 227-2345 or
find and remove growths (called visit www.cancerorg anytime,
"polyps") before they become day or night, and let the Amercancerous, thereby preventing ican Cancer Society help you
Furthermore, these stop colon cancer before it starts.
cancer.
•••
screening tests can also detect
My nephew
ABBY:
DEAR
curmore
earlier,
an
at
cancer
is being married this summer
able stage.
Unfortunately, many Ameri- in an outdoor garden wedding.
cans still aren't getting lifesav- He casually mentioned that his
ing tests for colon cancer. Only future mother-in-law plans to
four out of 10 Americans get purchase several large planters
the recommended screening. with live plants from a houseTherefore. only 39 percent of wares store to use for the certhe new cases are found at an emony. She then intends to return
early stage. when a cure is the planters for a refund, saymost possible. A substantial ing. "They didn't work out."
I consider this to be totally
number of the 50,(XX) deaths
unethical. My family agrees,
but because the bride's family
is paying most of the wedding
Ciechoslos akin. Jan Masaryk. was costs, we feel it is inappropnfound in the garden of Czernin ate to speak up.
Palace in Prague. Authorities said
Now I'm beginning to wonthat his death was a suicide, but der about the morals of the
others continue to claim that he
family into which my nephew
was murdered.
is parrying. But since I'm only
In 1980."Scarsdale Diet" author
a relative. I can't say anything
Dr. Herman Tarnower was shot
without starting trouble. What
to death an Purchase. N.Y. Tarnower's former lover. Jean Harris, was do you think? -- DREADING
convicted of murder, she served THE WEDDING. ANAHEIM,
nearly 12 years in prison before
CALIF.
being released in January 1993.)
DEAR DREADING THE
WEDDING: There's a saying.
'AU that's needed , for evil to,
flourish is for good people to
say nothing." If you and the
family have already made your
opinions known, then you have
done enough. But while you're
'wondering about the morals
of the family into which your
nephew is marrying,' you should
also wonder about the ethics
and morals of a young man
who would allow this to be,.
done on one of the most sacred
occasions in his life. Shame on
him for not speaking up.
As to this practice being
harmless, many companies have
policies
return
eliminated
because of it. So everyone gets
hurt.
DEAR ABBY: Amenca is
making steady progress in the
war against colon cancer. Its
largely because of early detection and improved treatments.
Howeser. there's more to be
done, and here is where I need
your help.

Dear Abby

DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband is 48 years old and suffers from rheumatoid arthritis.
He is on immunosuppressive
therapy. Three years ago, he came
down with a mild case of shingles. Would you advise him to
get the new
shingles vaccine considthe
ering
aforementioned facts?
DEAR
READER:
No. Several
of
groups
people
not
should
recei v e the
By
Dr Peter Gott vaccine.
They include
women of childbearing age or
who are pregnant, anyone taking medication that affects the
immune system, those with an
allergy to any of the vaccine components. and people with a history of primary acquired immunodeficiency (such as HIV).
Because your husband is on
immunosuppressive therapy, he
is not a candidate for the vaccine. His age also is a factor.
The shingles vaccine is pnmanly recommended for people
age 60 and older.
You and your husband should
speak with his primary-care
physician and rheumatologist.
They arc familiar with his case
and can address yoig concerns.
DEAR DR.GOTT: I just love
you and your column. I wish
you were my personal physician.
I have tried your "Certo with

Dr. Gott

grape juice" remedy for arthritis. Sadly, it didn't work for
me. However, in today's column, a patient wrote in telling
you how it helped her IBS.
Then it dawned on me that
you're supposed to drink the
stuff, not rub it on your joints.
Which, by the way, is what I
was doing, and it is very messy'
Just thought you might like
to know that you have to "spell
it out" for some of us! I am
going to try again and I hope
to get better results this timc
Thanks!
DEAR READER: Several
readers have sent me letters touting the value of Certo and grape
juice in helping reduce the discomfort of irritable bowel syndrome. This was certainly news
to me. Remember that the combination should be swallowed,
not simply rubbed in over a
painful joint.
If you want a product that
you can rub into the joint, rather
than drinking. I recommend using
castor oil or Castiva. Castiva is
a cream with a castor-oil base
and comes in warming and cooling formulas. Castor oil is rubbed
onto the joint(s) twice a day.
The Castiva can be used as
often as needed.
Certo is liquid pectin. Brand
does not seem to make a difference in effectiveness. It is
found in the baking section of
many grocery stores. Castor oil
can be purchased at most pharmacies. Castiva is available at
Wal-Mart, Walgreens, CVS. RiteAid, or online at www.castivabrands.com.

ContractBridge
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
•9 32
•K QJ
•AQ4 2
WEST AA K 2
EAST
K8Q3.1 1086
9
:
•7 4
•75
•8
•K 9 76 3
418 6 4
44).1 7 3
SOUTH
•A 5
056 4 2
n10
:A
+1095
The bidding:
North East
West
South
2•
I•
Pass
Pass
Pass
5•
3V
Pass
6,
Opening lead — ses en of spades.
The deal occurred near the end of
a titzht battle between two U.S. teams
in the semifinal of the 1997 women's
world team championship.
Villas the deal arose, the U.S.II
team was leading U.S.I by only 5
1511's At one table, a 1.2.S.I1 pair
played in four hearts on the NorthSouth cards and finished with 11
tncks
At the other table. Mildred limed
and Tobi Sokoto% of I '.S.1 reached
sr. beans as shown Breed's fiveheart hid ins itcd her partner to bid
slam it she had control of spades,and
Sokolov, obliged
*south won the spade lead, cashed

the K-Q of hearts, then overtook the
jack with the ace. The ten of diamonds was successfully finessed,
and the diamond jack was covered
by the king and ace, East showing
out.
With the diamonds failing to
divide evenly, it might seem declarer
eventually had to lose a spade and a
club. But Sokolow proved otherwise.
She recognized that her only real
chance was to play for a squeeze, and
that to develop the required position.
she would have to bring herself to a
point where she had all the tncks hut
one.
Accordingly, alter taking the king
of diamonds with the ace, she conceded a spade to last, who returned
a club to the ten, jack and ace
Sokolow then rutted dummy's last
spade to create this position
North
•Q 4
•K 2
East
Wost
Immatenal
•9 7
•Q7
South
•Ill
•5
+115
When the tea of hearts was
cashed. West could not safely let go
of a club or a diamond, and the"slam
was home, giving L.S.I a 13-IMP
pickup. Sokolow's team won the
match by 5 IMPs, and then went on
to defeat China to capture the world
title.

Crosswords
41 Near
42 Got a ticket
43 Objects on
radar
45 — choy
46 Requiring a tie
48 Rely
51 Cold
52 Bad move
54 Perfume label
word
55 Tnal VIPs
56 Show surprise
57 Identity slangily
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1 Float like a cork
4 Tuxedo trim
9 Baste
12 Pasture mom
13 Ford rival
14 Whopper
15 Tooth coating
17 Motor
19 Mr Danson
20 Xerox
competitor
21 Earthen pot
23 Dela —
24 Jack London
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DOWN
I Pollen spreader
2 Buy
3 Fab Four
member
4 Drop feathers
server
57
6 Opry s St
Theory
9 Au pair •
8
Toy for all ages
10 One in Munich
11 Elf sized

Ingchamp
S1(titusg
27 se
Tommy —
28 Family member
30 Prta sandwich
31 Common article
32 Dastardly
34 Like
35 Aim toward
37 Direclor — Kazan
38 Versatile vehicle
39 Where roses
cl mb
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13
WALK ON
THIS
SIPE OF
YOU

a

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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1.0
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MD DO OOMMBM0
MMU BOOOMO
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DOU0M0 MMD000
IMMO 0000
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MODORM
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16 Give —
break'
18 Chisel
20 Domes
21 Cornhusker
city

22 Individualist
23 Barn topper
25 Hold forth
26 Bottle- —
dolphin
28 Movie rating
29 Not much
(2 wds
32 Archeology
finds
33 Baton Rouge
loc
36 Monasteries
38 Maintenance
40 Early —
(morning
person)
42 Dip in gravy
44 Fiery heap
45 Emcee
— Parks
46 Served as
time
47 TV brand
48 Grumpy s pal
49 Kitt-wearer s
no
50 Excavated
53 Pharaoh s god

